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Vegetarians and carnivores 
Chinese-burn for Confucius
Public Service secret probes
Page 1
ASIO checks public servants
So much
for open government
by John Halpin
On July 17 the Attorney General, 
Senator Lionel Murphy, told the 
Senate he had given ASIO a di­
rective to observe its charter and 
respect civil liberties. This was in 
reply to a question from Senator 
John Button, who asked whether 
ASIO was checking on applicants 
for public service positions. Murphy 
said no account was taken of political 
views except for people such as 
those whose views might extend to 
assassination. However, after reading 
a series of documents classified Con­
fidential, strong evidence exists to 
the contrary.
Checks made on applicants for 
public service positions are three­
fold. Firstly all personal details are 
verified by the Departmental Se­
curity Officer. This Officer is rarely 
connected to ASIO. It is usual for 
ASIO to place an operative high 
in the Department or pay an in­
former to relay Departmental de­
cisions to them.
Secondly a check is made with 
f COMPOL (Commonwealth Police) 
for any criminal record. This is done 
by the COMPOL Crime Intelligence 
Bureau. And thirdly, a security 
check is made by ASIO.
In the middle of 1970 ASIO 
-altered its public service security 
check procedure. One pf the major 
reasons for this was the Hall Green­
land case. Greenland was denied a 
job in the public service because 
ASIO gave an adverse written report 
on him. This was documented in 
the Sydney University student paper 
Honi Soit, and subsequently taken 
up in Parliament by Senator John 
Wheeldon, now Minister for Repat­
riation and National Compensation.
ASIO then changed the checking 
procedure to three categories: Pri­
mary Check, Secret Check and Top 
Secret Check. ASIO would answer 
all queries in one of three ways — 
NAK (not adversely known), FAR 
(further action required) or OCR 
(overseas check required). Most im­
portantly ASIO decided in cases 
where there was an adverse report, 
they would notify the Departmental 
Security Officer orally. Thus there 
would be no risk of another Green­
land incident, because there would 
be no written documentation avail­
able to support the claims of ASIO 
interference.
Because of the time necessary 
for overseas checks, and sometimes 
for further action, it was decided 
a letter would i be sent to a new 
applicant on whom ASIO was making 
long distance enquiries, courteously 
setting out that the job at present 
wasn’t vacant, but that if it did 
become vacant then the applicant 
would be notified. This was designed 
to allay any suspicion of ASIO 
checking.
To speed up the checking pro­
cedures ASIO proposed to clear their 
mail boxes (Melbourne GPO numbers 
5105BB, 5319BB and 53499BB) late 
in the afternoon. The checks would 
be done the first thing the next 
morning and results sent out the 
same day. As well as the mail chan­
nels, urgent clearances can be ob­
tained by telex. ASIO’s telex is 
Scorpion Melbourne No. 31276 
(note this number is classified as 
Restricted).
When telex is used the person’s 
name with the code word CHAAB 
(please carry out check and advise 
by telex) is sent and the reply would 
be the code word NOSAW (not 
adversely known).
Since the Labor government came 
to power ASIO has continued to 
check on applicants for the public 
service. The proof of this cannot 
be obtained in individual cases be­
cause it is done orally, but if Murphy 
could obtain the relevant ASIO mi­
nute papers he would see he has, 
once again, been misled by his ad­
visers.
Since Murphy seconded Don 
Marshal as liaison officer cum mini­
sterial adviser turned de facto at­
torney general, to his staff from 
ASIO, his attitude to ASIO has 
changed.
When Marshal is in Melbourne 
he is always contactable at ASIO, 
telephone number 26.1314. The 
only thing that has changed in ASIO 
is their minute papers. The paper 
is no longer Jthe traditional navy 
blue, but now comes in a range 
of pastel colours. They still operate 
in London out of their front com­
pany, the ASLO Trading Company 
(ASIO Senior Liaison Officer).
Any hope that the proposed en­
quiry into Australia’s security intelli­
gence services would clear up the 
clandestine activities is unjustified. 
Whitlam and Murphy believe that 
67 documents on topics such as 
Jim Cairns’ politics, the Ustasha, 
and workers’ control, leaked to a 
multitude of journalists, are really 
the work of ASIO. However a high 
ranking source disclosed that these 
papers were drawn up by a young 
political graduate without access to 
material gained under the ASIO Act.
The papers, which bear no se­
curity classification, were com­
missioned by ASIO to send out to 
the rnany “concerned citizens” who 
wrote to them. It seems unbelievable, 
but according to sources, many 
people wrote letters to ASIO in­
forming them of long haired com­
munists in their schools etc., and 
wanted information on the com­
munist conspiracy. ASIO sent them 
these 67 papers. (Incidentally the 
Bulletin conveniently forgot to pub­
lish the last two pages of the Croatian
paper — “List of significant acts 
of violence carried out against of­
ficial Yugoslav establishments and 
Yugoslav community in Australia 
[1964 -  1972]”.)
The Labor Party’s attitude to 
ASIO and other related matters 
(such as the continuing war in 
Vietnam) was perhaps summed up 
in the Whitlam-Frost interview in 
August 1972:
Frost: “Tell me, is it possible 
for a politician, and someone on 
the verge of great office or someone 
in great office, to always tell the 
truth?”
Whitlam: “ It’s . . . there are 
some things you obviously couldn’t 
. . . But there’s very few instances 
where you couldn’t tell the truth.”
So much for honest and open 
government.
New Zealand sliding 
towards chaos and anarchy ?
by a New Zealand correspondent
Margaret Matheson and Neil Rieth- 
muller have already served 12 
months of their respective three and 
four year sentences “for arson and 
the theft of a motor car” — in 
fact basically for destroying the US 
consular offices in Christchurch, 
New Zealand.
But the events that led to Mathe­
son and Riethmuller’s imprisonment 
are probably not widely known in 
Australia, if they are known at all.
Early in the morning of August 
15 last year, Neil Riethmuller left 
his hut at the rear of a house in 
Kilmore Street, Christchurch, and 
set out on foot looking for a car. 
He walked to Beveridge Street be­
fore finding one, an old Austin, 
and drove back to the Kilmore 
Street house to pick up Marg 
Matheson. They drove round to­
gether for a while before parking 
the car not far from a double 
storeyed office building on the cor­
ner of Kilmore and Manchester 
Streets, barely 100 yards from 
Neil’s home.
The ground floor at the time 
housed the accountancy firm of 
Hoare, Taylor and Quirk, the re­
gistered office of 27 companies. 
Complete with hoods and gloves, 
Neil and Marg went to the back 
of the building (it can be ap­
proached from all four sides), taped 
over a kitchen window so that the 
sound of falling glass couldn’t be 
heard, broke it, and climbed inside.
They tipped a great deal of petrol 
about the six rooms of the ground 
floor office (seven plastic half gallon 
containers were found, according to 
police evidence) and, not having 
a fuse, they climbed out the window, 
threw in a match, and took off.
The offices of Hoare, Taylor and 
Quirk was (still is, although now 
in a different building) also the 
office housing the US consulate in 
Christchurch. Bill Quirk, the consul, 
is not an American but a local 
business executive, with his finger 
in many pies ranging from the Jockey 
Club to the Manufacturers’ Federa­
tion.
Over the preceding few years 
his office had been the scene of 
many sit ins, demonstrations and 
pickets (Neil and Marg had been 
on a picket there in July). It had 
been painted several times with anti 
war slogans and had its windows 
broken. His home in Fendalton 
Road has been painted with slogans 
and has also been the host to demon­
strations, pickets and a few sit in 
picnics on his lawn next to the 
Avon River.
And this time, his office 
was burned out Neither he 
nor the consulate will ever move 
back into this space again.
And the morning on which it 
happened, although strangely Neil 
and Marg were not aware of this, 
was the morning of the last day 
of US bombing of Cambodia. The 
last day of the United States’ of­
ficial overt role in its murderous
and internally traumatic war against 
the people of Indochina. From then 
on the United States was in its 
own way going underground.
By the time the match was 
thrown in, the petrol fumes had 
had time to rise a little, and the 
office blew up with a thunderous 
explosion while the saboteurs were 
running. It was 4.45 am and neigh­
bours were woken by the blast and 
the sound of glass landing on their 
roofs. Glass showered on Neil and 
Marg as they ran, charred paper 
floated in the morning air like black 
confetti. All Bill Quirk’s clocks 
stopped at 4.45 am.
The Central Fire Station is also 
in Kilmore Street and fire engines 
were almost on top of them as 
they drove off. Firefighters managed 
to limit the fire to the ground 
floor, but that was gutted. All the 
windows were blown out. Records, 
papers, equipment, furniture, all 
were burnt. Even Quirk’s picture 
of Richard Nixon was cracked and 
blackened.
Unfortunately for Neil and Marg 
however, also in Kilmore Street 
and only a few yards along on the 
other side from the consulate, is 
the headquarters of Securities-Cro- 
thal, a large private security firm. 
The driver of one of the vans was 
returning to base when he saw the 
fire, and the Austin moving away 
from the scene. He called the police 
and fire brigade, and followed the 
car until several police cars took 
up the chase.
Neil drove round the block and 
back past the consulate vto have 
a look. Closely followed by the 
police he sped through Sydenham 
and Spreydon, driving through red 
lights, going the wrong way up one 
way Streets, brushing and pushing 
off the road a traffic cop’s car 
that tried to stop them, They dodged 
a police roadblock and hurtled over 
a bridge on the wrong side, led 
them all the way to Templeton 
(12 miles out of the city), then 
swung round and headed back to 
town. But the little Austin couldn’t 
shake off the faster police cars. 
Neil sped all the way back to his 
Kilmore Street home, a mere 100 
yards from the fire. The chase was 
over, doomed from the start.
Ihey drove up the driveway, and 
as the brakes weren’t too good, 
stopped by driving into the front 
wall. The police were close behind 
them arid Marg was grabbed before 
she got inside the house. A sleeping 
tenant was awakened by cops jump­
ing in his windows. A crasher sleep­
ing on the floor of the lounge awoke 
when police sprawled on top of him 
wrestling with Neil. After a short, 
violent struggle Neil was dragged 
out.
They were taken to the Central 
Police Station and questioned, but 
said nothing. They appeared in the 
Magistrates’ Court that morning. 
Neil was charged with stealing a 
car, breaking and entering, arson, 
and dangerous driving. Marg was 
charged with unlawfully getting into
a car, breaking and entering, and 
arson. The police “strongly opposed 
bail” and the two were remanded 
in custody, unsuccessfully appealing 
for bail in the Supreme Court that 
afternoon. Neil was held at Adding­
ton Prison, Marg at the Paparua 
Women’s Prison.
They made several appearances 
in court. The magistrate told them 
to behave themselves and not put 
their arms around each other in 
the dock. On September 4 they 
pleaded guilty to all charges. The 
police stated the facts of the fire 
and the chase; said damage from 
the fire amounted to $10,000, plus 
over $200 damage to the stolen 
car and the traffic cop’s car. Neil 
had previous convictions; Marg was 
a first offender. They were remanded 
for probation officer’s reports and 
sentence. That afternoon, they were 
recalled, told that the magistrate 
had declined jurisdiction, and they 
were committed to the Supreme 
Court for sentence.
The Supreme Court appearance 
was on FYiday September 14. Both 
had already spent a month in prison 
(the procedure would have taken 
much longer if they had defended 
the charges). Both had favourable 
probation reports. Their lawyers Alan 
Grant and Stephen Erber, depicted 
them as idealistic young lovers, stu­
dents whose beliefs had led them 
to “criminal folly”. Their actions 
were “the* noise of youth”, said 
Erber. Marg’s parents had offered 
most of their life savings to pay 
for half the damage, but she had 
refused, not wanting to hurt them 
any more.
According to Grant, they were 
motivated by a sincere opposition 
to the actions of the US in Indo­
china, to the presence of US mili­
tary in New Zealand; to the in­
sidious commercial and cultural take­
over of New Zealand by the US, 
“a country whose politics have been 
shown to be manifestly corrupt, as 
evidenced by the Watergate affair”. 
He said Neil believed peaceful pro­
test “had got nowhere”, and that 
they knew that at the time they 
had chosen, no one would be in the 
building. The Crown simply reiterated 
what the police had already said — 
both were known for their dissident 
political views, both had taken part 
in demonstrations against US estab­
lishments in Christchurch. And that 
they believed, without offering any 
evidence of this, that other people 
were involved in planning the job.
The judge accepted that their 
views were sincere but said that 
deterrent sentences were necessary 
to prevent a general slide towards 
chaos and anarchy. Neil was sen­
tenced to four years’ prison, Marg 
to three years’, with an order that 
the Parole Board make an early 
review of her case as her chances 
for “complete rehabilitation” were 
good.
Continued on page 4.
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D esexing for 
the revolution
A group of Sydney anarchists 
are opening a cheap cat desexing 
campaign in conjunction with some 
animal welfare groups. Prices for 
desexing cats will be on a basis 
of $6.00 for females and $4.00 
for males, compared with rates cur­
rently charged by Sydney veterinary 
surgeons of $16 — $20 for females 
and $8 — $10 for males. The work 
shall be done by a fully qualified 
and registered veterinary surgeon 
who has donated his time to the 
campaign.
The anarchists’ attention was 
drawn to the problem of excess 
unwanted cats, which cause devasta­
tion amongst Australian wildlife, 
which is ill equipped to deal with 
a carnivorous animal with the skills 
of a cat, while they were working 
amongst other groups interested in
conservation and ecology; in par­
ticular Ms Cleary of Harbord, who 
has been prominent in fighting for 
cat welfare in general, and the banning 
of steel-jawed traps in particular. 
In Kings Cross alone there are 
hundreds of starving cats.
Many people are absolutely un­
aware of the problem caused by 
unwanted cats and insist on allowing 
male cats ‘their fun’, an entirely 
sexist outlook considering the sexual 
physiology of cats that makes inter­
course for females painful, or allow­
ing female cats to have one litter 
to let them know “the joys of 
motherhood”, with little considera­
tion for where the offspring will 
end up.
Veterinary fees are now out of 
the reach of a lot of the more 
deprived people in Australia, par­
ticularly pensioners and other people 
with a tendency to be lonely, for 
whom cats make wonderful pets 
and companions. The anarchist 
centre will distribute free literature 
on animal care, as well as on anar­
chist ideals and philosophies.
The group decided on this course 
of action as it tended to fit into 
their general philosophies of mutual 
aid and the true socialisation of 
skills, rather than the professional 
mystification that surrounds the 
medical and paramedical groups in 
our society..
So, if you want to support this 
community service, if you want to 
make an appointment for your cat, 
or if you want to make contact 
with the anarchist group, ring Syd­
ney (02) 30.1987.
Just
browsing
The ladies and Gents The Digger, 
For sometime I have browsed 
the pages of digger with much bore­
dom and disgust and criticism, hang 
on don’t screw me up yet. The 
bulk of these criticisms were di­
rected usually at the depressing
guff, bullshit and waffle of most 
editorial you use and the childish 
musings on drugs and dope — when 
the hell are irresponsible journos 
(or just sensationalists) going to 
realise that dope talk went out of 
fashion with pushing rock wheels, 
and that embryos don’t need a 
crutch of artificial stimuli to stifle 
the evolution of himself. But at 
last with a smile I enjoy a few 
gems amongst the dig, the quality 
of “The Trobriand Islanders” (no. 
33). Real material of Pacific al­
ternate good positive value to every­
one. Far too often the media falls 
into the depressing, negative, use­
less journaleez of useless meaning 
to the already frustrated masses. 
So at last I’m stoked to see a 
story thats not the unexciting, 
mixed up zany, send up everything, 
criticise anything whether good or 
bad, mundane trivia that the Digger 
crew try to pushover each issue. 
Well done boys* on a particularly 
good and creative story and layout.
I’ll keep browsing, towards har­
mony.
Paul Ryan,
Avalon Beach, NSW.
* The Trobriand Islands’ inter­
view was recorded by a woman, 
subedited by a woman, typeset by 
a woman.
Bathtub 
reader replies
Sister arid Brother Diggers, 
Personally I find the bathtub the 
best place to read Digger. It’s peace- 
full and no one bothers me in there. 
.If the- water becomes a hassle 1 
just pull out the plug!
A very unrefined person,
Ms Penny Symes.
PS: Please excuse the spelling. 
PPS: I love you all! (Very much.)
We love all of you (Very much!) 
too, Penny. Don’t get cold.
Genuinely
remorse
We over here find it hard to 
make ends meet only being able 
to afford an issue at a time off 
the newsstands and even then if 
were lucky as the bunch of straights 
in the area, political fat cats and 
overabundantly round and reserved 
vinerons a plenty in the paper shop
game either never heard of the 
digger or have it that well hid I 
sometimes feel as if I’m sacramoni- 
ously intruding into their private 
business as we go rummaging, while 
whistling dixie, thro their arrange­
ment of well hid issues.
I read with private abhorrence 
how one of your reporters had been 
assaulted and had her camera 
smashed by none other than el 
porko grande feeling genuinely re­
morse and believing I can imagine 
how she feels a true tragedy yet 
such a free country?
To dwell on the somewhat 
brighter side of life we dig poetry 
and were hopeing you would all 
enjoy the same
love is symbolic 
hate is symbolic 
let our vision 
not absorb gestures 
as symbols of our 
own failures 
but realise
natural born inspirations 
as in solitary life
Love peace and understandings, 
Eddie and Monde Harbaz,
Kurri Kurri, NSW.
El porco 
grandé
Dear Mrs. Hawke,
I refer to the complaint made 
by you on the 17th May, 1974, 
that you had been allegedly assaulted 
earlier that day in the elevator at 
the 5 th floor of Wellesley House, 
Wellington Street, East Melbourne.
The complaint has been investi­
gated and the Police reports of the 
enquiries made have been perused 
by me. The alleged assault appears 
to have been of a very minor nature 
and no further Police action is pro­
posed.
As the incident occurred outside 
the ASIO offices, the result of the 
investigation has been communicated 
to the Deputy Commonwealth Crown 
Solicitor, 99 Queen Street, Mel­
bourne. Should you desire the names 
of the parties involved in the alleged 
incident it is suggested that you 
contact the Deputy Commonwealth 
Crown Solicitor.
Yours faithfully,
R. Jackson,
Chief Commission of Police,
Police Headquarters,
Melbourne.
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EARTH NEWS
Pennies from  
heaven
The Vatican’s official newspaper 
during July adamantly denied that 
Pope Paul VI has ever been on 
the payroll of the Central Intelli­
gence Agency.
The denial sprang from an alle­
gation several months ago by former 
CIA agent Victor Marchetti that 
Monsignor Giovanni Battista Montini 
— now Pope Paul — had been re­
ceiving CIA funds in the 1950s and 
1960s. According to the Milan maga­
zine that published the Marchetti 
allegation, the Pope probably wasn’t 
aware of the source of funds.
Marchetti is the currently popular 
author of the just published book 
The CIA and the Cult of Intelligence.
The Vatican newspaper declared 
that “His Holiness Paul VI never 
received financial contributions from 
the CIA or any other unknown 
source”.
Nuclear
narks
The conservative US Atomic 
Energy Commission is getting para­
noid, and reports of the vulner­
ability of nuclear power plants to 
sabotage and terrorist attacks has 
led the AEC to order utility com­
panies to hire armed guards to pro­
tect their plants. But the order has 
been greeted with protests from 
some of the utilities.
One high nuclear industry source 
says there’s concern over arming 
the guards “because the calibre of 
industrial guards is not very high — 
they’re not exactly an elite corps”.
He added, “In the presence of 
delicate machinery, you don’t like 
to provoke a gun battle”.
Arming guards may not be the 
answer, however. A recent report 
bu the US General Accounting Of­
fice revealed that GAO investigators 
recently walked past sleeping armed 
guards and through unlocked doors 
into a plutonium storage area.
Sea- bog
The United Nations Law of the 
Sea Conference bogged down early 
on over thé question of admitting 
liberation movements. Most of the 
African and Asian countries at the 
Caracas meeting were in favour of 
admitting liberation groups. Latin 
American countries were split on 
the issue, and the US and most Euro­
pean countries are opposed. Groups 
seeking admission to the Conference 
included the Palestinian Liberation 
Organisation, the Provisional Revolu­
tionary Government of South Viet­
nam, the Royal Government of Uni­
fication of Cambodia, and the Afri­
can Liberation Front.
But on the hopeful side, a couple 
of days after this, the US gave 
in to Third World pressure at the 
Conference. The head US delegate 
to the Conference announced that 
the US would abandon its support 
for a three mile offshore territorial 
limit, in favour of a compromise 
position that is virtually a capitu­
lation to Third World nations.
The US says it will support the 
creation of 200 mile offshore zones 
of economic control, along with 12 
mile territorial limits. What this 
means is that coastal states would 
have complete control of fishing,' 
oil, and other resources up to 200 
miles out to sea, but that other 
nations could use the waters for 
navigation and other purposes as 
close as 12 miles offshore.
The US move will undoubtedly 
win the support of Oregon’s fishers, 
who have been vigorously protesting 
the activities of Soviet and Japanese 
fishing fleets off the Oregon coast. 
On the other hand, the new system 
would probably disappoint the Ame­
rican tuna industry, who’s activities 
off the South American coast 
touched off the whole controversy.
With the US capitulation to world 
pressure, the creation of some sort 
of 200 mile limit seems a certainty.
Coffee,tea,or 
radioactivity
The US Atomic Energy Com­
mission has estimated that 780,000 
shipments of radioactive material 
were carried by passenger flights 
last year. Industry and AEC spokes- 
people claim that these shipments
were absolutely .safe; but officials 
of the unions that represent most 
flight attendants and pilots aren’t 
so sure.
Next month the Steward and 
Stewardess Division of the Airline 
Riots’ Association, with the AEC’s 
co-operation, will begin an eight 
week test programme to determine 
just how safe these passenger ship­
ments are. The test programme 
comes on the heels of some large 
scale concern among flight atten­
dants that the radioactive shipments 
may be responsible for an unusually 
high level of birth complications 
among former female stewards.
Earlier this year, pilots and flight 
attendants at Ozark Airlines dis­
covered that 60% of the stewards 
who quit because of pregnancy last 
year had abnormal deliveries. Forty 
per cent suffered miscarriages, ten 
per cent gave birth to children who 
died shortly after birth and ten 
per cent gave birth to Mongoloid 
children. These statistics far exceed 
the normal rate of birth compli­
cations.
Until the results of next month’s 
experiments are compiled, a number 
of pilots have given their passengers 
a special touch of “Tender Legal 
Care’ ’. Approximately 20 to 30 
flights a day are being delayed wfiile 
pilpts have potentially dangerous 
cargoes removed. The pilots, acting 
out of their legal responsibilities for 
the safety of the plane and its 
passengers have been supported so 
far by the airlines in their demon­
stration of the need for closer con­
trol of hazardous air shipments.
Eco spooks
A US industrial association known 
as Atomic Industrial Forum, and 
the Charlie Yulish consulting firm 
are doing a brisk business with local 
and state utility companies by pro­
viding them with intelligence infor­
mation on groups and individuals 
opposed to nuclear power.
According to Intelligence Report, 
published by the Organising Com­
mittee for a Fifth Estate, the two 
firms are employing standard intelli­
gence gathering techniques against 
such groups aRd individuals as 
Friends of the Earth, Another 
Mother for Peace, and Ralph Nader. 
Whenever one of those groups speaks 
out against nuclear power or stages 
a demonstration, the firms provide 
detailed- summaries of the action 
to local utility companies all over 
the nation. The utilities can then 
build complete dossiers on all nu­
clear power critics.
Intelligence Report says that 
there is no information to date that 
the spying operation is clandestine 
or illegal, but that the chances of 
that happening are “excellent”.
Wfeedy tales
A San Francisco based former 
marijuana smuggler has set up a 
fund for hunger striking American 
prisoners in Mexican gaols, most 
of whom are doing time for dope 
smuggling. Jerry Kamstra says that 
the ticket to survival in the Mexican 
prisons is having enough money to 
buy your own food and bedding. 
Kamstra should know. During his 
star-crossed career he was twice 
busted by Mexican authorities — 
once for smuggling dope, and once 
for possession of a book manuscript 
detailing his smuggling career. The 
manuscript was confiscated, but a 
copy of it has since been published 
as a book called Weed, Adventures 
of a Dope Smuggler.
Kamstra’s fund, called “ Ameri­
cans in Mexican Jails”, will prosper 
from sales of his smuggling book. 
He’s promised to give ten per cent 
of his royalties to the charity.
Kamstra’s is a timely move, since 
narcotics agents of the US and Mexi­
can governments recently made the 
largest single seizure of marijuana 
in history.
Forty two tons of grass — 14 
tons more than the previous narc 
record — were taken from a base­
ment in Mexicali after a six month 
investigation by the Justice Depart­
ment’s Drug Enforcement Adminis­
tration.
Last January, narcotics agents in 
California received a tip that large 
tar and asphalt tanker trucks which 
delivered road paving material into 
the Mexicali area were returning 
with their tanks full of marijuana. 
Apparently the strong odour of tar 
and asphalt frustrated drug “sniffer 
dogs”, the agents said.
After receiving information that 
a large shipment of dope was due 
into Los Angeles, narcotics agents 
seized two tanker trucks, each con­
taining two and a half tons of grass. 
The drivers of the trucks led agents 
to a warehouse where a huge under­
ground cavern was discovered con­
taining another 37 tons.
US Drug Enforcement Adminis­
trator John Bartels, in announcing 
the latest haul, also boasted that 
in 11 months of existence the Drug 
Enforcement Administration has 
seized more than half a million 
pounds of marijuana, also a new 
record for that length of time.
But, also in the US, the National 
Organisation for the Reform of 
Marijuana Laws — or NORML — 
has turned to advertising on city 
buses to push the cause. About 
200 Metropolitan Transport Au­
thority buses in New York City 
are now carrying NORML ads., 
with such slogans as “If all mari­
juana smokers were put in jail there 
would be no room for criminals”, 
and “Can you imagine being sent 
to jail for possession of an ounce 
of gin?”.
In your 
ow n w rite
American literary taste has finally 
hit thé bottom of the barrel. Among 
the up and coming best sellers is 
The Nothing Book, from Crown Pub­
lishers, now going into a second 
edition after sales of 25,000. The 
denim bound, 160 page book — 
selling for $3.00 — is completely 
blank.
Recycling
hardware
North Vietnam has reportedly 
launched into a booming new ex­
port business, selling valuable scrap 
metal from abandoned American 
military vehicles and other hard­
ware. According to the Los Angeles 
Times, the North Vietnamese govern­
ment recently made at least two 
“significant” shipments of scrap 
copper to Hong Kong, where it 
was sold on the international market.
The scrap comes from areas in 
South Vietnam that are now under 
the control of the North. The Quang 
Tri province — controlled by the 
PRG ~  is said to abound in aban­
doned militan 'hardware, since it 
was the scene of. the most intensive 
fighting during the war.
The scrap copper is currently 
selling for around $7,000 a ton, 
and scrap aluminium and brass are 
also bringing top prices.
Weather
report
The Weather Underground has 
claimed responsibility for a bomb 
which destroyed the 29 th floor of 
Gulf Oil’s 44 storey world head­
quarters last month.
A communique issued on the 
same day as the bombing, said:
“We have attacked Gulf Oil Cor­
poration for their enormous crimes: 
Gulf finances the Portuguese colo­
nial war against the people of An­
gola in Africa; Gulf steals bonanza 
profits from poor and working 
people in the US and in 7 0 countries 
in the world.”
The Weather communique pointed 
out that Gulf is the largest single 
US investor in the Portuguese colo­
nies. The Cabinda concession, which 
produces 150,000 barrels of crude 
oil per day, cost Gulf $90 million 
in 1973; this sum accounts for 60% 
of Portugal’s military budget in An­
gola. The communique commented 
on other Gulf activities: “It is part, 
for example, of a huge oil con­
sortium working together with the 
Thieu dictatorship to develop oil 
reserves off the Mekong Delta in 
South Vietnam. This plan will give 
huge revenues to the Thieu regime 
in its war against the Provisional 
Revolutionary Government of South 
Vietnam”.
In Rttsburgh, after the bombing, 
a branch of the Teamsters’, Union 
representing furniture removers, 
broke their strike to voluntarily move 
Gulfs equipment off the damaged 
floor. Houseowners in need of re­
movers were angered by the Teams­
ters’ special treatment of Gulf. Four 
people have been arrested for picket­
ing the building.
In Argentina, a dozen bomb ex­
plosions hit the headquarters of 
foreign companies in Buenos Aires 
one night recently. Among the of­
fices affected were the Bank of 
Boston, the Bank of America, the 
Bank of Canada, three branches of 
BOLSA, Philips, Coca Cola, Pirelli, 
and a Ford showroom. The Coca 
Cola Company was fined $100,000 
the previous week for infringing 
price controls.
Deflated
According to a report just re­
leased by the Paris based Organisa­
tion for Economic Co-Operation and 
Development, the lowest inflation 
in the world during the last 12 
months was in the Netherlands, West 
Germany, Luxembourg and Sweden. 
All of those countries are ruled 
by socialist parties, with some kind 
of centralised economic controls.
The report didn’t cover the com­
munist states of eastern Europe, the 
Soviet Union or China. Those coun­
tries claim to have a zero inflation 
rate — due to their completely con­
trolled economies.
More than 
good friends
New York - US and NATO of­
ficials have admitted that NATO 
is actively engaged in secret con­
tingency planning for military opera­
tions in the southern Africa area. 
These plans could turn into a di­
rect US commitment to defend the 
white supremacist regimes in the 
area, according to an unpublished re­
port prepared for the UN’s Com­
mittee on Decolonisation.
In a secret communique last 
June issued in Brussels, NATO minis­
ters authorised the Supreme Al­
lied Commander in the Atlantic re­
gion (SACLANT) to plan for con­
tingencies outside the NATO area. 
In the NATO charter, military ac­
tivities are only permitted north 
of the Tropic of Cancer, which ex­
cludes all of the continent of Africa. 
The UN report says that the NATO 
study is to prepare the way for the 
setting up of a “counter interven­
tion” force in the area with South 
African co-operation. NATO denies 
this. SACLANT has already begun 
gathering information on bases tnatt 
might be required in southern Africa. 
It has come to the conclusion that 
NATO itself does not have suf­
ficient forces to deal with that area, 
and that a defence arrangement in­
volving the white supremacist re­
gimes of South Africa and Rho­
desia is therefore necessary.
The United States is still an of­
ficial adherent to the UN arms em­
bargo on South Africa, passed in 
1963, but recently there have been 
several signs that within the Pfcrnta-
Jump for
gon there is a growing desire to es­
tablish friendly military relationships 
with South Africa. An official visit 
to the US last month by Admiral 
Hugo H. Biermann, Commandant of 
the South African defence forces, 
testifies to this. Although he wasn’t 
supposed to make any official con­
tacts while in the US, Biermann’s 
first stop was the Pentagon where 
he spent time with Secretary of 
the Navy J. William Middendorf, 
on May 7. Biermann also attended 
a dinner in his honour held by 
Congressperson Robert E. Bauman 
at which 17 admirals were present 
— Liberation News Service.
Feminist tells 
how
Jessica Star, a long time activist 
in the American Women’s National 
Abortion Action Coalition (WON- 
AAC), the group which led the suc­
cessful campaign for abortion law 
repeal in the US, will be touring 
Australia and New Zealand in July- 
August.
She will be visiting Adelaide, Mel­
bourne and Sydney, arriving in Mel­
bourne on Sunday, August 4.
She will be speaking at a public 
meeting in the Lower Melbourne 
Town Hall on Thursday August 8, 
at 8.00 pm on the topic of “Abor­
tion in the US: how women won 
the right to choose”. She will also 
be speaking at Melbourne University 
on Tuesday August 6, La Trobe 
on Wednesday 7 and Monash on 
Thursday August 8.
Jessica Star has been one of the 
many full time paid organisers for 
WONAAC in their abortion cam­
paign. She is renowned for her 
skill in debating Right to Lifers.
The tour is being sponsored by 
the Women’s Abortion Action Coa­
lition groups in Australia, which or­
ganised the demonstration on May 
11 of this year. This tour should 
prove to be very valuable to Aust­
ralian women, showing them the 
lessons of the American victory and 
the way in which we can win abor­
tions in Australia.
For further information about 
Jessica Star and the Women’s Abor-. 
tion Action Coalition’s activities, con­
tact WAAC, 16 Little La Trobe 
Street Melbourne, phone 347.1564; 
oír Deborah Shnookal, phone 347.- 
3507.
Jesus
When the track team at the Uni­
versity of Washington takes on a 
rival team, it’s likely to end up 
a religious crusade.
About half the Washington team 
claim to be members of a so called 
“God Squad”, and they’re running 
a completely different course from 
the rest of the team. The God 
Squad is made up of track team 
members who belong to a kind of 
revivalist Christian movement. As one 
former team member said last week, 
“Either you were on the side of 
God, or you weren’t, and if you 
weren’t that meant you were on 
the outs‘ with the coach”.
The Seattle Times reports that 
assistant coach Dan Ghormley has 
resigned over the religious dispute, 
but Ghormley denies that the God 
Squad had anything to do with 
his resignation. According to* team 
members, the God Squaders would 
segregate themselves from the rest 
of the team while they were on 
the road, and hold separate meetings.
Said miler Mark Feig of the rival 
University of Oregon, “The (Washing­
ton) team is famous on the west 
coast for its God zealots. Every­
body knows that if the (Washington). 
Huskies lost it was because Jesus 
didn’t want them to win”.
Not very gay
Buenos Aires — The Homosexual 
Liberation Front (FLM) of Argentina 
has received reports of terrorist at­
tacks being carried out by the Chilean 
regime against the homosexual com­
munity.
In a statement published in the 
magazihe Asi, the Argentine gays 
accuse the Chilean junta of seeking 
to establish a ‘Holy Inquisition’. 
Homosexuals have been repressed 
along with workers, students and 
patriots. A well known gay in San­
tiago, Lola Pumales, was raped, tor­
tured, castrated and tormented by 
groups of militia. Scores of homo­
sexuals have suffered the same fate. 
“Their bodies are left for several 
days in the public streets in order 
to intimidate the population. People 
are being arrested for having long 
hair or beards, for wearing mini 
skirts, for dressing in red.”
The FLM statement calls uppn 
the “world homosexual communities 
to repudiate the Chilean regime and 
help its victims. In the garden of 
fascism, all that grows is the flower 
of death and terror”.
— Liberation News Service.
It goes on
Reports o f intense fighting in Vietnam have become commonplace 
in the daily media. In a recent issue o f the right wing National Civic 
Council journal, News Weekly, their correspondent in Saigon Frank Mount, 
wrote, “I t  is this correspondent's opinion, based on a complexity of 
factors, that the possibility o f such an offensive (a military offensive 
similar to the National Liberation Front's 1972 campaign which brought 
the US and Saigon forces to their knees, leading to the Paris Peace Accords) 
being launched any time between now and mid 1976 is far greater than 
the majority of observers believe''. Mount is an extremely well informed 
journalist working in close liaison with the US Embassy. There have been 
frequent allegations amongst foreign correspondents that he is paid by 
the CIA.
It would appear — with the disastrous position o f Thieu's economy, 
and the large excursions into PRG areas by Thieu's forces — Vietnam 
could once again be page one news in the conservative media. The collapse 
of the Paris Peace Accords was made evident by the Provisional Revolutionary 
Government when they issued on March 22 New PRG Proposals for Peace
and National Accord, which follow:
1 — Immediate end to the shoot­
ing and strict ceasefire throughout 
South Vietnam.
The governments and high com­
mands of the two South Vietnamese 
parties will immediately issue appeals 
and orders, in the same terms, to 
all regular and irregular armed forces 
and the armed police, calling on 
them to cease hostilities completely 
at an agreed date and time; the 
full text of the appeals for ceasefire 
will be diffused by all information 
-media at the disposal of the two 
parties and brought to the know­
ledge of the ICCS to which they 
will give all necessary assistance and 
co-operation for an effective control 
and supervision of the observance 
of the ceasefire.
2 — Return of all Vietnamese 
civilian and military personnel cap­
tured and detained before (200,000 
civilians and 15,000 military men 
are still detained by the Saigon 
administration) and after January 
28, 1973. The return must be com­
plete within three months, and no 
later than June 30, 1974.
The Saigon administration must 
immediately stop all torture, murder 
and inhuman treatment of persons 
under detention, and improve its 
prison system which is most bar­
barous; it should allow Red Cross 
societies agreed upon by the two 
parties to visit the places of de­
tention.
3 — Full democratic liberties to 
be ensured immediately to the people
in conformity with Article 11 of 
the Paris Agreement and Paragraph 
9 of the Joint Communique of 
June 13, 1973.
4 — Prompt establishment of the 
National Council of National Re­
conciliation and Concord with three 
equal segments no later than three 
months after the coming into force 
of the above mentioned appeals and 
orders for ceasefire. The two South 
Vietnamese parties will issue joint 
or separate statements in the same 
terms expressing their willingness 
to enter into consultation with or­
ganisations or personalities of the 
third political force, with a view 
to speeding up the establishment 
of the Council;
5 — Organisation of truly free 
and democratic general elections no 
later than one year after the setting 
up of the National Council of 
National Reconciliation and Con­
cord.
6 — Settlement of the question 
of armed forces in a spirit of na­
tional reconciliation and concord, 
of equality and mutual respect and 
without outside interference, in con­
formity with the post-war situation; 
the two South Vietnamese parties 
will agree on the reduction of mili­
tary effectives in an appropriate 
way and on the demobilisation of 
this reduced number of troops in 
order to lighten the burden of the 
population and to devote human 
and material resources to peaceful 
national construction.
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Above left : Jean and Normie in a duet lLet me call you sweetheart
Getting old doesn't have to be bad
W ith a song
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Below left : The youngest member is 63, the oldest 92
Above right : T m  the driver of the 8.15, while you read your papers and smoke your fags 
I'm in overalls and carrying oily rags’ belts out 92 year - old Toddy
Below right : Leonard, Norm and Albie
yer heart
Story by Grant Evans
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Jean Pierce and the Melody Men 
were just warming up when we 
arrived at their weekly Tuesday 
morning rehearsal. The 12 Melody 
Men in their suits and bow ties, 
and Jean in a long flowery dress 
and silver high heels, hit us with 
“My Grandfather’s Clock” as we 
came in. They don’t normally dress 
up for rehearsal but they had a 
show on that afternoon at the Kew 
Senior Citizens’ Club.
In their 18 months’ existence, 
the group’s popularity has soared 
amongst older people. “The Melody 
Men won’t be procurable in six 
months,” laughed the group’s oldest 
member, 92 year old Toddy. Since 
March they have had 22 engage­
ments and have another 37 on the 
list. A few weeks back they appeared 
on This' Day Tonight. They are 
still awed by their popularity — 
“We never dreamed it would get 
to this,” said Jean.
Jean Pierce is a ball of energy 
and a natural entertainer. The men 
in the group adore her and claim 
that the Melody Men would collapse 
without her. Everybody obviously
got a real kick out of being together. 
When they dressed up and got to­
gether they looked and felt “really 
tops”, to use a phrase from Jean 
Pierce’s ‘diary of the band’. They 
all agreed that their involvement in 
the group had added years to their 
lives.
“We sing to make ourselves and 
older people happy,” one of them 
said.
They only knew each other 
vaguely before the group got to­
gether, and their backgrounds are 
diverse. One Scottish bloke used 
to be on the old windjammers and 
was shipwrecked back in 1907. The 
ages in the group range from 63 
to 92.
Getting old usually means de­
creased mobility for many people 
and the ‘group were delighted at 
their trips to Yea and Femtree 
Gully.
The rehearsal was drawing to a 
close and Toddy capped it with 
a rollicking solo of “I’m the Driver 
of the 8.15”.
As Jean says in her diary: “We 
now know that getting old doesn’t 
have to be bad”.
Government attempts to sew up the new airwaves
EM. dogfight: tiger moth radio takes on jumbos
by Greig Pickhaver
The airwaves are among the na­
tion’s most valuable resources, runs 
the rhetoric. A conference, con­
vened by the Department of the 
Media, to discuss their future con­
trol was held in Sydney on July 
3 and 4. Though it was about 
“access”, the conference was vir­
tually inaccessible to , anyone who 
didn’t work for a government de­
partment or an educational insti­
tution. It was held in a small 
windowless theatrette at the bottom 
of a government office block. You 
could feel the weight of bureaucracy 
in that tiny space suitable only for 
public servants; the stuffiness sent 
mariy people to sleep. Most present 
were men. The setting was formal — 
papers presented from a lectern, 
little time for discussion, partici­
pation kept to a minimum. Com­
munity groups, access organisations 
and independent braodcasters, the 
people the conference was meant 
to be about, weren’t invited or 
couldn’t come due to Work or costs.
On the day the conference be- 
can, the Australian ran a small item 
about a battle raging within govern­
ment departments over who would 
control FM radio. An independent 
inquiry, headed by Renwick and 
McLean, had apparently axed the 
Department of the Media’s proposal 
that FM be introduced on the Ultra 
High Frequency spectrum. The 
fight was serious enough for the 
Priorities Review Staff (PRS) — the 
intra - government trouble - shooting 
task force — to be called in, tc 
advise the Prime Minister in a report 
to be tabled at the end of July, 
for which they are collecting sub­
missions at the moment. Under this 
cloud, Media Minister Doug Mc- 
Ldtand swooped in to open pro­
ceedings with a speech asking us 
not to “annoy” the public by sug­
gesting anything outlandish. His idea 
was to expand AM services and ease 
into FM so no one would notice. 
He stressed that whatever we de­
cided must be cheap. Everything he 
said made us feel irrelevant, as if 
there was nothing left for us to 
discuss or define. At morning tea
he and his secretary departed, leaving 
a Department official to handle the 
talkback and some pretty embar­
rassing.
The first day’s papers sounded 
uncomfortably like a dummy run 
for licence applications. Allusions 
were made to Media Department 
plans, and public servants answered 
questions in such a way as to be­
tray already-formed attitudes to what 
we were supposedly to discuss. A 
fait accompli? Peter Pockley, Chair­
person of the Organising Council 
of the Public Broadcasting Associa­
tion of NSW, called for the tabling 
of any plans in existence. He ob­
viously knew something the rest of 
us didn’t.
Next morning the Australian blew 
the Media Department’s cover by 
spilling a Department plan, to be­
come known as Document J, which 
called for 43 FM stations and 45 
new AM stations. 28 of the 46 
public stations would be controlled 
by the ABC; the other 18 were 
to be allocated for public non­
profit broadcasting — 11 of the 
18 being specialist stations, eg. edu-
cational or classical, fine arts, music 
or public access. The remaining seven 
were to be “young style” (what­
ever that means) mass audience out­
lets. Thus, as the Australian pointed 
out, the groups who have battled 
to get FM introduced were watching 
the whole thing being whisked out 
from under their noses, and slipped 
into the chubby paws of the com­
mercial operators and the arthritic 
ones of the ABC.
Details of cost and distribution 
of stations was presented, along with 
the suggestion that the Media De­
partment be the ultimate licensing 
and controlling authority.
The tight-lipped Media Depart­
ment spokesperson tried to defuse 
delegates’ complaints that their pre­
sence at the conference was a waste 
of time, by claiming that this plan 
was only one of many plans in 
existence, and that there was no 
commitment to any of them. The 
audience (which is all we were) 
remained unconvinced, and called 
for the tabling and discussion of 
the plan. The chairperson gave the 
powers that be till 2.00 pm to
decide which way to jump.
There was an attempt to re­
arrange the agenda to allow more 
time for discussion, but the for­
mat could not be broken. Papers 
and comments continued, followed 
by a demonstration of FM’s dramatic, 
possibilities — a dramatisation of 
Dracula.
The Alternative Radio Associa­
tion spokesperson presented a paper 
damning the whole conference as 
closed, privileged and elitist, an at­
tempt to legitimise the decision­
making process. People squirmed in 
their seats at the spectacle of the 
group now in control of broad­
casting being challenged by another 
group wanting to take over — a 
power struggle rather than a pro­
cess in which other people might 
participate.
At 2.00 pm the Media Depart­
ment announced its decision not 
to label the report The Priorities 
Review Staff spokesperson, who’d 
been taking notes throughout the 
conference, got up and quoted a 
Chinese parable the upshot of which 
was “It’s in our hands” . . .  the
plans would not be displayed. Some­
one quick of the mark in the 
resulting confusion asked who had 
decided not to release the plan 
the Minister? the secretary? And 
if the Media Department had a plan, 
why did it call the meeting in the 
first place? These questions were 
unfortunately lost in the mumble 
of the meeting — so much for open 
government.
While the Commerical Broad­
casters’ Federation defended their 
policy of giving the public what 
it wants, and gave us some in­
flated cost analysis to scare us, the 
Builders’ Labourers’ representative 
dipped out to print Document J 
at the union office. The conference 
ended with several motions designed 
to stop the Media Department’s 
plans and to make all stages of 
the introduction of FM accessible. 
* * *
Next day’s gathering of the in­
dependent broadcasters — champions 
of tiger-moth radio — was a different 
kettle of fish. This seminar was 
loosely structured. Discussion of 
legal, technical and programming
problems formed the major part 
of the agenda, and the mood was 
much more optimistic and positive. 
An association of public broad­
casters was formed to pressure the 
government, and to raise money to 
explore the possibilities of com­
munity participation through /local 
meetings. They want to see action 
in the present Parliamentary sitting.
fJ'he governor-general, when he 
opened the present Parliamentary 
session on July 9, said that legis­
lation would be introduced to allow 
public broadcasting. This means that 
the Media Department would have 
drawn up plans well before the 
two conferences on public broad­
casting were held. The word is that 
the plans in Document J will be 
pushed harder by the proposers, 
who are upset by the outcome of 
the conference. Hopefully, the Priori­
ties Review Staff will reject the 
Media Department’s plans and their 
underlying philosophy of govern­
ment control and maintenance of 
the status quo.
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Who were these anarchic fire 
bombers? Neil Leslie Riethmuller, 
now 28, messianic looking, the com­
plete hippie in fact. But not city 
bred; he’s from a farm out of 
Toowoomba in rural Queensland. 
IDs first city job was as an accoun­
tant in Toowoomba, and showing 
dinkum Aussie initiative he took 
off to Sydney with $260.00 of the 
firm’s money. He returned due to 
home sickness, was charged, fined 
$25.00 and put on a good behaviour 
bond.
He worked in various manual 
jobs around Toowoomba, and did 
some more schooling on and o ft  
He moved back and forth between 
Toowoomba, Sydney, and the hippie 
scene around Cairns. He spent some 
time on Prince of Wales Island (bet­
ween Australia and New Guinea) 
and after a couple of months was 
thrown out of there. He organised 
an anti war demo, in Toowoomba — 
he was the only one who turned 
up; he ran for Mayor of Toowoom­
ba (the papers called him “the hippie 
candidate”) and came third out 
of three.
In 1970 he went to MA Maun- 
ganui, NZ and worked in various 
jobs there. At the beginning of 1972 
he came to Christchurch, and en­
rolled at the University of Canter­
bury to do the Diploma of Jouma- 
Dsm course, supporting himself by 
working as a handy person/gardener. 
His first year at university was suc­
cessful and he returned the following 
year. Early in 1973 a cop posted 
in a shed next to Neil’s flat saw 
him watering grass plants. He was 
busted, fined $50.00 and given 12 
months’ probation. He prefers New 
Zealand to Australia, and intended 
to make it his home.
Margaret Alison Matheson, now 
21, a gregarious outgoing girl with 
a dinkum Kiwi accent and beautiful 
waist length hair. She comes from 
a large close knit family (her parents 
often visited her twice a day while 
she was on remand). Like Neil she 
comes from a basically rural back­
ground — she grew up on the out­
skirts of Christchurch, and went to 
Lincoln High School. She left school 
and worked as a governess at Glen 
Wye station, beneath the southern 
Alps, before going to the University 
of Canterbury in 1972.
Now, one year after their arrest, 
both are still in good spirits. Neil 
is serving his tipie in Paparua Prison.
Marg is half a mile away in the 
brand new and trendily liberal Papa- 
rua Women’s Prison. Neil has clashed 
several times with the prison ad­
ministration. This year” he was sen­
tenced by a visiting magistrate to 
28 days’ “loss of privileges” (one 
step above solitary confinement) 
for “maliciously slandering a prison 
warder” in a letter to Marg.
The most recent developments in 
Neil’s case is that Justice Minister 
Martyn Findlay has signed his de­
portation order, and a long struggle 
will undoubtedly develop over this.
Marg appeared before the Parole 
Board in March this year, in line 
with the sentencing judge’s order,
but no recommendation was made 
for her release. Both will appear 
before the Parole Board again in 
September. ~
The motives for their action were 
straightforward — to strike a blow 
against capitalism and US imperial 
intervention, specially in Indochina 
where, at the time of writing, neither 
the intervention nor the war show 
any sign of coming to an end. They 
knew what they were doing, did 
it well, got caught in the act, and 
pleaded guilty to all charges. There’s 
no suggestion that there’s been a 
miscarriage of justice (sic). New 
Zealanders think political prisoners 
are an overseas phenomenon — Neil 
and Marg are two political prisoners
______________ Veg
in our own backyard. And if theirs 
was* the ‘noise of youth’, it said one 
thing: - some noises speak loud and 
clear.
They would greatly appreciate 
letters from Australian comrades. Ad­
dress mail to Margaret Matheson, 
Paparua Women’s Prison, Christ­
church, NZ. A fund has been estab­
lished to buy text books for uni­
versity courses that both are follow­
ing while imprisoned; and hopefully 
give them some money to get started 
when they are released. The address 
is Neil and Marg Fund, PO Box 
13392, Christchurch, NZ.
But most importantly, don’t for­
get why they are in gaoL
Twisting the long arm  o f the law
On Jujy 23 charged' against a 
solicitor and an articled clerk were 
dismissed in the Melbourne Magis- 
tartes’ Court; Richard Coates, a 
solicitor, had been charged with 
having assaulted a member of the 
police and having hindered a member 
of the police. David Brustman, an 
articled clerk, had been charged with 
hindering a member of the police.
The charges had arisen from the 
aftermath of the May 14 childcare 
demonstration at Melbourne Uni­
versity (see Digger no. 31). Coates 
and Brustman had gone to the city 
Watchhouse to arrange bail for the 
14 people arrested. The police 
alleged Coates elbowed an Inspector,
and Brustman grabbed him when 
he arrested Coates. However what 
had happened was the police re­
fused Coates and Brustman the right 
to see their clients. When the two 
of them protested that this was 
illegal, and a denial of their clients’ 
rights, they were arrested. To cover 
up their illegality the police did 
the usual — they lied.
In dismissing the charges, Vic 
Proposch SM (who is remembered 
for the time he fell asleep in the 
middle of a case, and also for dis­
missing conspiracy charges against 
Detective Sergeant Michael Bell and 
Arthur Smith JP, in the blank signed 
search warrants case [see Digger 
no. 23]) turned attention from this
serious breach of legal rights by 
blaming Harry van Moorst for the 
incident. Proposch said van Moorst 
was a rabblerouser “whom many 
police consider a stirrer; a man 
whose only interest in life is to 
create anarchy. He has been before 
the courts on many occasions. When 
you get a man like Mr. van Moorst, 
his reputation flows through to other 
people and the whole situation is 
coloured”.
The unjustified attack on van 
Moorst by Proposch simply shows 
that some magistrates will believe 
that only police have legal rights 
when they make an arrest. Why 
the charges were dismissed was the 
fear of an outcry by the usually
staid legal profession. Now the 
charges have been dismissed, if jus­
tice is to be done not only should 
the police involved be charged, there 
should be a judicial enquiry ap­
pointed to investigate police pro­
cedures in relation to arrests. If 
this is not done the usual old il­
legal police practices will continue. 
Remember Neil Collingburn (killed), 
Bell and Smith . . . the. list goes 
on and on.
Incidentally, why did Sergeant 
Ives, who has been committed for 
trial on a charge of murdering his 
wife, get bail? After all, he didn’t 
appear on his breaking and entering 
charge.
Residents battle the housing comission for rights
Grass roots 
and high rise
uy re w r  u riiion
The Victorian Housing Commission continues to plague the 
lives of inner suburban Melbourne residents. But this week 
South Melbourne residents have won a victory against the 
Cbmmission . . . - winning the fight for residents to be involved 
in the planning of an area proclaimed by the Commission as 
slum. It is an important precedent and reflects substantial 
political renovation in the South Melbourne Council.
The area in question is bounded 
by Dorcas, Nelson and Pickles 
Streets and City Road. The prob­
lem began in October 1970 when 
representatives of the Housing Com­
mission came to the area for a 
survey. J. Townsend of the Dorcas 
Street Residents’ Committee recalls 
how residents knew nothing of the 
Housing Commission?« intentions 
and naively invited the represen­
tatives into their homes. The next 
they knew was a report in the Mel­
bourne Herald detailing Housing 
Commission plans to ‘proclaim’ the 
whole area and develop it under 
its urban renewal powers. 167 homes 
were threatened by the plans.
Residents began to organise. The 
Dorcas Street Residents’ Committee 
began at this stage with about five 
people. The South Melbourne Coun­
cil was in the hands of the Business­
men's Association and the rem­
nants of the old Labor Party .ma­
chine. Residents’ approaches to the 
Council had no support. Not one 
of the 15 councillors would support 
the residents.
Reg Nicholls, builder, and one 
who holds dear his old time Labor 
principles, went to the lengths of 
asking Frank Crean (federal Treasurer 
and a South Melbourne resident) 
for help. Crean told him to present 
his case to the Labor councillors. 
Reg Nicholls had already done that. 
In 1971 he decided to stand for 
election to the Council. He was 
defeated, but got in the next year.
This was the beginning of the 
process which has eroded the power 
of the Businessmen’s Association in 
th e . Council, to the point where 
residents, or at least those identify­
ing with residents’ interests, can 
control the Council (as of just a 
few months ago —/see Digger no. 
31, “Urban Struggle in the Danish 
Club”).
Reg Nicholls and the other prime 
movers circulated petitions amongst 
the locals, petitioning the Council 
not to have consultations with the 
Housing Commission, or at least
to have a referendum on the ques­
tion. The Council refused and
wouldn’t be swayed by legal advice 
that they should. Residents packed 
into the Council chambers on that 
night, but the Council was not
impressed. Under the Urban Re­
newal Act of 1970, the Housing
Commission has to consult Local 
Government and all other govern­
ment authorities on its opinion of 
the problems of the area, before 
taking any significant action.
The intransigeance of the old 
Council in refusing to act on the 
residents’ demands forced them to
take legal action. The residents took 
the Housing Commission to the 
Supreme Court. There were 167 
homes threatened by the Housing 
Commission, and 84 plaintiffs, 36 
of them pensioners.
The Housing Commission has 
faced that kind of problem before 
and has always got off the hook 
by announcing, just as the case is 
to be heard, that they will press 
for costs. They revealed that they 
expected the case to be heard for 
at least 30 days, threatening the 
84 resident plaintiffs with $30,060 
costs should they lose. They held 
a meeting and voted on the prob­
lem. The risk was beyond their 
means, and they decided to settle 
out of court.
The settlement which was reached 
was crucial. It included a formula 
to fix the number of properties 
not to be demolished, and guaranteed 
interest free finance for those whose 
homes are to be demolished, as 
well as the right of anyone living 
in the area to continue to live in 
the area.
The agreement’s main importance 
lies in a clause stating that the 
area’s development is to be planned 
by a Joint Planning Committee con­
sisting ài three people appointed 
by the Housing Commission and 
three people appointed by the South 
Melbourne Council, with a casting 
vote going to the Minister for 
Housing. The agreement specified 
that there could be no compulsory 
acquisitions until a final plan was 
agreed to by the Joint Planning 
Committee. /
This agreement is a private con­
tract and legally enforceable. The 
area was proclaimed on March 20 
19^4, but the affair was far from 
over.
South Melbourne Council set 
about appointing its three people 
on the Committee. To interpret the 
phase “three persons appointed by 
the Council”, they sought clarifica­
tion from the Housing Commission 
and independent legal advice. They 
Were persuaded that councillors are 
persons but not all persons are 
councillors. The Council appointed 
two councillors (one of them Reg 
Nicholls), and one resident (J. 
Townsend).
The Commission by this time 
had made it clear that they wanted 
to deal only with councillors, that 
there should be no non-councillors 
on the Committee and that resi­
dents should be content as in other 
areas (specifically Brookes Crescent 
Fitzroy), to channel their repre­
sentations through their elected 
councillors.
After some correspondence/ the 
Housing Commission finally refused 
to meet with the Committee so 
long as it included the resident, 
Townsend. Its ultimatum was that 
if South Melbourne Council per­
sisted in appointing a non-coun­
cillor, the Commission would , pro­
ceed to plan the area without fur­
ther consultation with the Council. 
So much for the negotiated agree­
ment.
South Melbourne Council, acting 
on Mayor Nathan’s suggestion, pro­
posed that the two councillors go 
ahead without resident Townsend 
and meet with the Commission’s 
representatives. This was acceptable 
also to the Commission.
But it wasn’t acceptable to the 
three people appointed by Council. 
The two councillors refused to pro­
ceed without resident Townsend’s 
participation. The Dorcas Street 
Residents’ Committee wrote to the 
Premier asking him to  intervene, 
and pointing out that “ this atti­
tude of the Commission is most 
disheartening and disillusioning and 
makes one wonder if the Com­
mission ever did intend to honour 
its promises set. out in the agree­
ment”.
A month later, on July 7, the 
three people appointed by Council 
told the Commission that they had 
14 days to meet with them, after 
which the South Melbourne Council 
appointees would proceed with the 
planning of the area without the 
Commission.
On the same day the Dorcas 
Street Residents’ Committee wrote 
to the Housing Commission pointing 
out that it was prepared to take 
legal action to have the agreement 
enforced.
No reply was received from the 
Commission, nor from the Premier, 
but last week Digger was told that. 
the Premier had instructed the 
Housing Commission to withdraw 
their opposition, and to meet with 
the Joint Planning Committee.
Three days before that, South 
Melbourne Council had resolved not 
to change their appointees to tne 
Committee, ; and in the presence of 
Gaskin (Director of Housing) and 
Ashman (Deputy Director) decided 
to support the call for a public 
inquiry into the Housing Commission. 
South Melbourne is the third council 
to do so, after Fitzroy and Sun-i 
shine (see Digger no. 32, “Housing 
Commission Builds Up and Talks 
Down”).
In Brooks Crescent, Fitzroy (see 
Digger no. 21, “Brooks Crescent”) 
a similar battle for residents’ rights 
is still unfinished. There, there is 
a similar Joint Planning Committee, 
and a similar Commission refusal to 
have any thing to do with a Committee 
which includes a resident- In Brooks 
Crescent there is no legal agreement 
to fall back on, but residents’ re­
presentatives are hopeful of being 
able to win some role for them­
selves. The events south of the city 
will strengthen their case.
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A slan's m ates 
gobble up
New South W ales
by John Halpin
Although Sir Robert Askin is 
to retire as Premier of New South 
Wales at the end of the year, a 
new series of charges of corrup­
tion have been levelled at him and 
his government. This time the alle­
gations involve his close affiliations 
with New South Wales’ multimillion­
aire property developers.
On July 16 Mr. F. Keane (Labor 
MLA for Woronora) called on Askin 
to order an independent enquiry 
into all aspects of the Menai town 
centre development controversy.
The Sutherland Shire Council 
wanted to develop the centre of 
Menai. They proposed to do this 
by legally resuming 350 acres of 
“underdeveloped” land. Part of these 
350 acres were owned by Parkes 
Development Pty. Ltd.. However the 
Sutherland Shire Council’s proposals 
were rejected by the Minister for 
Local Government (and at the time 
Acting Premier), Sir Charles Cutler. 
It has been revealed that the Suther­
land Shire Council proposals were 
discussed at a meeting bewteen Cut­
ler and Parkes Development directors 
Sir Paul Strasser and Robert Ryko.
Sir Charles Cutler denied he had 
called the meeting, or rthat he . had 
given any preferential treatment to 
the private developers. On the heels 
of this came the disclosure that 
John I. Charbdy, another director 
of Parkes Development, had accom­
panied Askin on his overseas winter 
jaunt. Whilst Charody was unavail­
able for comment, Askin said “Mr. 
Charody is a personal friend”.
Mr. F.. Keane 'also alleged that 
Mr. Stan Stephens, a former Minister 
for Housing in the Askin govern­
ment from 1965 to 1973,/ was re­
tained by Parkes Development as 
an adviser. Sir Paul Strasser, chair­
person of directors of Parkes De­
velopment, denied this allegation and 
said Stephens was employed in a 
part time capacity for one of his 
other companies, Development 
Underwriting Limited.
What Strasser did not say is that 
Development Underwriting Limited 
is an associate company of Parkes 
Development. Sir Paul Strasser, 
John P. Boyer and Robert Ryko 
are directors of both companies. 
Development Underwriting Limited,
with a paid up share capital of 
$11,532,698, finances some of the 
Parkes’ group’s building projects. 
Other Strasser companies provide 
further finance.
Questioned about this very close 
affiliation with the Askin govern­
ment, Sir Paul Strasser stated, “We 
have the same association with the 
Askin government as any other de­
velopment company — no more, 
no less”.
But as well as the developers 
having these close affiliations with 
the government it is not widely 
known that all the developers are 
closely connected, and not the com­
petitors they appear. For example 
Frank Theeman of Victoria Street 
notoriety (see Digger no. 26) is 
a co-director with Sir Paul Strasser 
in Bridge Oil No Liability. This 
company, with issued share capital 
of $9,891,706, has as directors 
John L Charody, John Boyer and 
Sir Denzil Macarthur-Onslow (from 
the famous squatocracy family).
This new controversy is only a 
small tip of the iceberg. Last year 
Paul Lander MLA revealed that the 
NSW police were leasing their head­
quarters from two companies, one
being Parkes Development, and the 
other of which was part owned by 
John I. Charody.
A further investigation carried 
out by the weekly Nation Review, 
showed how Parkes Development fi­
nanced the building with a loan 
from the NSW Superannuation 
Board.
The allegations against Askin 
don’t end there. A report on the 
ABC television programme This Day 
Tonight on July 24 showed no 
action had been taken against 
Sydney’s illegal gambling clubs, al­
though Askin’s Police Minister 
claimed they had been stopped. 
Clubs still operating openly ar  ̂
Forbes Club, 155 Forbes Street; 
33 Club, 33 Oxford Street (free 
drinks are served here); Carlisle 
Club, 2 Kellet Street, Kings Cross; 
Goulbum Club, 51 Goulbum Street; 
and the club upstairs at 134 Vic­
toria Street. Two new clubs have 
opened: one at 455 New South 
Head Road, and another at 22 
Rockwell Crescent, Potts Point.
It seems that the Royal Com­
mission into Organised Crime was 
only an advertising stunt for these 
illegal gambling clubs.
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Leninism and the 
mouse question
by I. Terrible
We noticed their numbers growing 
over quite a long period At first 
we were delighted that such simple 
creatures should have chosen to join 
our revolutionary household. With 
indulgence we eyed the little darlings' 
peeping out brightly from under 
the sofa and scurrying along the 
skirting boards. But, under our 
liberal policy, our rodent allies 
multiplied until they became a 
plague of parasites feeding off our 
fragile experiment in domestic so­
cialism. Their visiting cardŝ  appeared 
among the bread crumbs and they 
began to make so much noise with 
their nocturnal runnings-about that 
they would disturb our revolutionary 
slumber. Fedya had so many under 
his bed that,he was forced to sleep 
with his transistor on in order to 
drown them out. Something had 
to be done. The time had come 
for a purge.
I had trapped mice plenty of 
times before, in the old days, so 
I went out and bought some traps 
at the People’s Store (formerly 
Coles’) for ten cents each.
Now, our household of seven is 
divided between vegetarians and car­
nivores, with a couple of omnivores 
and culinary amphibians sitting on 
the edge of the plate, so to speak. 
This division is drawn not so much 
along lines of gastrological ideology 
as an ad hoc inclination. Some 
people give up eating meat as others 
do smoking. Buying the traps was 
my own; decision. But which way 
would the others jump?
I could have proceeded stealthily, 
trapping the mice secretly and dis­
posing of the bodies without dis­
turbing anyone. They would have 
just “disappeared”. But, as our house 
operates along lines of a domestic 
soviet, with open discussion and 
mutual responsibility, I didn’t think 
it correct that I alone should bear 
the burden of the impending mass­
acre. Accordingly, on the first night, 
instead of setting the traps dis­
creetly, I brought them into the 
living room, where everyone was 
sitting around the samovar enjoying 
the lees of the night’s conversation 
and a revisionist bedtime joint
Quiçtly whistling “ D’ye ken John 
Peel’’ to myself, I .»laid out thé 
| six traps in a row and started to 
set them using some first class Cob- 
den tasty cheese I had found in 
the refrigerator. This activity was 
at first met by silence and then 
by disbelieving groans.
I had just baited the first trap 
when Nikolai, whose vegetarianism 
is instinctive, leapt upon the cheese 
and carried it off to a comer, 
hugging it to his chest, saying “I 
bought this cheese, and I didn’t 
buy it so that it would be used
to murder mice”. And Arkady, who 
is a firm line ideological vegetarian, 
shook his head very gravely and 
said, “ No way, Ivan; no way, mate”.
However, I decided to press on. 
After all, they were only two out 
of seven, and of the other four, 
I felt there were at least two sporting 
types and perhaps three, which 
would just give the numbers, and 
the democratic sanction, to the 
hunt. Having lost the cheese, and 
faced with a bare refrigerator and 
the issue of food property which 
Nikolai had materially raised (by 
using the argument of private pro­
perty to protect the mice), I was 
at a bit of a loss as to what to 
use for bait.
I was reduced to using the 
scrapings-out of an old tin of black­
currant jam* which nobody seemed 
disposed to claim as their own. Now, 
as jam is not widely recognised as 
, a mouse lure, the likely ineffective­
ness of this move somewhat ame­
liorated the passions of the vege­
tarians. I set the traps. I caught 
three that night, and another three 
the next night. The mice were be­
trayed by their own taste for luxury, 
thereby identifying themselves as 
petty bourgeois.
The day after that, Nikolai ques­
tioned me. When I admitted to my 
catch he was horrified, and quickly 
started lobbying. Much to my sur­
prise, Natalya, who is definitely a 
meat eater and,Anyutka, whom I 
would not have thought of as a 
mouse lover, took the pacifist-vege­
tarian line, leaving only Fedya and 
myself in support of the trapping. 
The numbers were up. The general 
will had been articulated. We were 
done. We bowed to the majority 
decision.
I could have proceeded as an 
individualist adventurist but I was 
now in a position of real personal 
danger if I went ahead unilaterally. 
This danger sprang not from the 
mice, but from their vegetarian 
friend, Nikolai, who threatened to 
place traps in my bed and in my 
sock drawer.
I did attempt a brief rearguard
action, but of a purely rhetorical 
kind. I asked what the attitude 
would be to bringing in a cat for 
the express purpose of killing the 
mice, and what was the difference 
between me killing the mice and 
a cat killing them. The answer was 
that the cat would be acting in­
stinctively, but that I was acting 
deliberately, and in cold blood.
This merely got me into deeper 
water, for there was talk of the 
bad karma I was bringing on myself, 
and a bit of throwaway psycho­
analysis as to why I should feel 
the need to kill mice, and was 
there something wrong etc.. Not 
to mention the images which were 
raised up as to what it would feel
like if I were caught in a human- 
sized mouse trap. We all leapt about 
at the thought of that. Eventually 
it was agreed that if the house were 
kept cleaner then the mouse problem 
wouldn’t exist — which effectively 
meant starving them to death or 
forcing them into exile, like in­
tellectuals. A clean, if tedious, so- 
lution.
By a strange coincidence I was, 
at this time, reading Turgenev’s 
Sketches from a Hunter's Album, 
and had just finished the story 
about Kajsyan from the Beautiful 
Lands.
Kasyan, the gentle dwarf, asks 
the writer,
“Why is it now that you should 
be killing that wee bird?”; to which 
he replies,
“How dp you mean: why? A 
landrail is a game bird. You can 
eat it”.
“No, it wasn’t for that you were 
killing it, master. You won’t be 
eating it. You were killing it for 
your own pleasure.”
And later, after admitting that 
he traps nightingales himself, he 
adds, “Not to be killing ’em, that’s 
the point; death will take what’s 
due it . . . It’s not for man nor 
beast to get the better of death. 
Death doesn’t come running, but 
you can’t run away from it, neither; 
nor must you be helping it along.”
Cultural revolution continues
No more 
Confucius says
by Barbara Ehrenreich
Shanghai — An intense war — 
fought with posters, directives, 
words — has been raging inside 
China for six m onthsW estern ob­
servers have variously interpreted 
this- movement as a struggle bet­
ween moderates and radicals over 
relations with the United States, 
a battle Over succession to the 80 
year old Chairperson Mpo, an of­
ficially approved expression of mass 
unrest, or simply as a bit of in­
scrutable oriental marxism — but
no one has examined the move­
ment as it affects the daily lives 
of the people in China,
The following article records the 
impressions of an American woman 
who has recently returned from 
China- She speaks of the struggle 
in China in terms of its impact 
on ordinary people as individuals.
All China is criticising Lin Piao 
and Confucius. Workers spend at 
least six hours a ^yeek meeting with 
fellow workers to criticise Lin Piao
and Confucius. Families — from 
children through to grandparents — 
hold family meetings to criticise 
Lin Piao and Confucius. Posters 
criticising Lin Piao and Confucius 
appear in factories, restaurants, 
schools and shops.
What did Lin Piao and Confucius 
do to bring down the indignant 
criticism of more than 700 million 
Chinese?
There is an easy-to-make con­
nection: Lin, a hero of the re­
volution hailed as the successor to 
Chairperson Mao, was China’s De­
fence Minister until he died in a 
plane crash in 1971, supposedly in 
flight to the Soviet Union. Con­
fucius, an itinerant philosopher and 
odd job worker, lived and died 
2,500 years ago; he was an official 
in the state of Lu and his writings 
became the official J philosophy of 
the Chinese empire.
To summarise the criticism in 
the Chinese press: Confucius taught 
that the rule of the elite was jus­
tified by their “ innate superiority” 
and intelligence; the poor were 
“stupid” and deserved to be op­
pressed. In short, Confucianism is 
the essence of conservatism.
Lin Piao, it is charged, believed 
in his own “genius” ; he felt that 
protracted struggles against elitism 
in Chinese society were counter- 
attempting to seize state power and 
“restore capitalism”.
Those are the charges. The prob­
lem, for the average person, is fi­
guring out how to interpret the 
directive “carry the criticism of Lin 
Liao and Confucius through to the
interncitioncil
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Old fat-bum is back.
The last time I saw him he was 
“Paul Raven” and taking himseif 
far too seriously. So it was with 
fear, trepidation and a good skinful 
that I went to view the second 
coming. Gazza Glitter at Festival 
Hall. A million miles from the Grey­
hound pub on London’s Fulham 
Palace Road, and about a million 
quid better off.
I’m fascinated by Glitter. He 
seems to be the antithesis of the 
usual teenies’ and weenies’ idols. 
None of your slim hipped, tight 
arsed David Cassidys here. He’s as 
ample and blowsy as Shelley Winters, 
and about the same age, but nowhere 
near as good looking. He never made 
it in his Paul Raven days, nor in 
any' of the other identities he’s as­
sumed over the years. So what’s 
changed? ’
I think it must be Gazza’s atti­
tude. He’s stopped thinking of him­
self as Presley’s understudy, and if 
he takes anything seriously these 
days, it’s his audience, not himself. 
He works to a formula, and he works 
bloody hard. He’s part music hall, 
part theatrical camp, part rock and 
roll singer. He’s outrageous, he’s gro­
tesque, and he entertains — he really 
does!
From his first entrance to the 
last of his seven or eight exits, 
he’s got his audience by the scruff 
of the neck. The entrance is in­
credible! The band’s on stage, the 
lights are down. The two drummers 
are on a rostrum, flanking a stair­
case. Big spot hits the stairs. The 
band hits the heavies, and — enter 
Frankenstein’s monster in a silver 
suit. Are the squeals of delight or 
fright? A bit of both maybe, and 
a lot of electricity. From there on 
in, he’s the master. He must be. 
He’s a star, and I don’t, really know 
why.
The word charisma has been done 
to death in the music press, but 
I rhake no apologies for it here. 
It'must be the only word to describe 
somebody who’s basically indescrib­
able. If you dissect him and then 
put him back together, he just 
doesn’t add up. Not to a rock and 
roll star, he doesn’t. For a start, 
he’s short; even in six inch silver 
wedgies, he’s short. And he sports, 
nay, flaunts a beer gut. All his strides 
have an elasticised gusset to keep 
his arse in, yet he still manages 
to bust the fastener. His heavy make­
up turns him into an extra from 
a Hammer horror movie. Cadaverous 
face, eyes like piss holes in snow, 
and a mouth like a split Victorian 
plum. It shouldn’t work — it can’t 
work — but it does!
Maybe he’s a great singer, writer, 
musician?" Maybe it’s tHé" Glitter 
band that makes him? They’re a 
pleasant set of lads. Tall, slim, young, 
pretty even. Everything their front 
man isn’t. One of them even managed 
to spend the whole night looking 
good with a trombone in his hand, 
A trombone, for Christ’s sake!
But the fact remains that the only 
time the tension dropped all night 
was when Gazza went off to change 
his strides and left the band on 
their own. Flat as a fart it went, 
and we all shouted foy the lad 
to come back. And back he came —
The second coming o f Gary Glitter:
Frankenstein’s monster
sidesaddle on the pillion of a motor­
bike! You could even smell the 
petrol fumes. “I’m back!” he 
screamed, and so was the atmo­
sphere, the tempo, the excitement. 
“I’m the leader,” he sang. Dead 
right!
Now is this a music review or 
isn’t it? Well, I thought it was when 
I started off, but the truth is that 
musically there’s really nothing there. 
The band is competent, but no more. 
The material is pretty execrable,' 
if you’re daft enough to try and 
apply any sort of aesthetic judge­
ment to it. But none of that has 
any conceivable relevance to what 
Glitter’s about.
I mentioned before that some­
thing’s changed to produce Gary 
Glitter out of Paul Raven, and I’m 
inclined to think that he’s realised 
what rock and roll is about. It’s 
not a bloody art form, thank god. 
And that, I think, is what Gary 
Glitter’s realised. He’s found himself 
a vehicle, and he drives it in top 
gear overdrive, foot flat down, until
he decides to stop. Once you’re 
on, you can’t get off, and it’s your 
own fault if you try.
Until Glitter’s concert I’d never 
before been in an audience where 
I was old enough to be the father 
of most of them. But it was me 
who was nervous. I felt selfconscious, 
yet no one even noticed me. I 
went in with tongue sharpened like 
a razor, all my old prejudices primed 
to get an airing, as world-weary 
as Muggeridge explaining Christianity 
to Christ. And what happened? 
Gazza teeters down his staircase like 
Ginger Rogers without Fred Astaire, 
and I’m hooked. If I don’t gek 
into what’s going on, I might as 
well leave. But like I said, once 
it starts you can’t get off. So by 
the end I’m stamping with the rest 
of them.
I’ll never buy any of Glitter’s 
albums — he’s a totally theatrical 
experience. Sight is as important 
as sound. Perhaps more so. Nor 
do I really remember the titles of 
any of his songs — perhaps it was
all one long song, anyway. It doesn’t 
matter. What I will remember is 
the feigned exhaustion, the rolling 
eyes, the mock collapse and resurrec­
tion, the timing, the clenched fist, 
and above all the most incredible 
strut I’ve ever seen since Chuck 
Berry’s duck walk. And all per­
formed by a man who’s a mixture 
of Presley, Boris Karloff, Judy Gar­
land, Liberace, and the Master of 
Ceremonies at the Nuremberg rallies. 
The Third Reictrin sequins. ’'
Perhaps the best example all night 
of Glitter’s ability to run his Show 
was just before his real — as opposed 
to his faked — exit.
“I have played,” he said, “in 
the States, I have played in England, 
I have played all over the world. 
But I want tq  tell you. Melbourne 
is my. home!” and then he turned 
away and wiped a mascara tear 
from each eye. And ‘ for a minute 
we all believed in it.
“Do you wanna be in my ¿ang?” 
Oh yeah, Gazza, oh yeah.
specific instructions.
WOMEN RESPOND TO THE  
CAMPAIGN
Confucius was, among other 
things, a raving sexist, and there 
wasn’t a woman we met who didn’t 
take the opportunity to tell us this — 
a dock-worker gave perhaps the best 
summary we heard of the fallacies 
of Confucius and their impact on 
today’s China.
She said that in addition to 
saying that women are hard to get 
along with, Confucius spread the 
fallacy of the Three Obediences: 
to father, then to husband, finally 
to eldest son. “Then there were 
the Four Virtues: a woman should 
know her place; a woman must 
not talk too much and bore people; 
a woman must adorn herself with 
a view to pleasing men; a woman 
must do all the household chores. 
In a nutshell, men must sit on 
the backs of women.
“Many male comrades main­
tained the idea of male superiority 
and even some leaders believed this, 
although Chairman Mao says that 
women hold up half the sky.
“But Confucius and Lin Piao 
looked down on us,” with the re­
sult, she said, that “leaders at the 
docks did not pay enough attention 
to training more women managers 
and technicians.”
Women in China have already 
made great strides towards libera­
tion — day care is now universally 
available and practically free;; wo­
men are encouraged to enter all 
but the most strenuous occupations; 
women no longer “adorn themselves” 
as sexual objects. Even so, women 
we talked to felt the movement 
had brought new breakthroughs: 
husbahds are doing more housework, 
grandparents no longer press for 
male offspring; higher-ups are more 
sensitive about hiring women for 
positions of responsibility, and wo­
men speak up louder and more 
often at meetings.
But women are still under-repre­
sented in leadership positions. In 
one ceramics factory we visited, 
60% of the workers are women, 
but only one woman is on the 
seven member “revolutionary com­
mittee” which runs the plant. And 
women are overrepresented — at 
times making up 100% — in such 
traditionally “feminine” occupations 
as nursing and childcare. One group 
of women from the Tientsin Wo­
men’s Federation explained that 
women enter these fields because 
they are “more patient” than men. 
When we suggested that this inter­
pretation smacked of “innate abili­
ties” we set off a lively discussion. 
The conclusion, expressed by the 
Federation’s Vice Chairperson, was 
“Chinese men could learn patience”.
Women speaking as woman gave 
us our first glimpse into the im­
pact of the movement on daily life 
in China, but its effects have been 
much broader. As we travelled, we 
found that wherever there has been 
authoritarian relationships there is 
ample fodder for the movement. 
Students are criticising teachers for 
authoritarianism; workers are criti­
cising managers who are out of« 
touch with the rank and file. Within 
the medical profession, a mild re­
volution is underway, focused on 
the authority of the doctors. One 
doctor at the Suei Chin teaching 
hospital in Shanghai told us how 
before the movement “a group of 
doctors . . .  wanted to examine 
a patient suffering from a heart 
disease. The patient wanted to eat 
a meal and not be examined then. 
But the doctors were only thinking 
of improving their own technical 
level . . . This reflects Confucius’ 
belief that knowledge is private 
property.
CURING THE DISEASE
Far from being grudging ad­
missions, such statements were ty­
pical of the ways ordinary people 
chose to explain the movement to us. 
Instead of summarising the abstract 
evils of Confucianism, they seemed 
eager to talk in terms of their own
experiences.
In fact, they were not criticising 
themselves — nor is this a move­
ment to criticise doctors, teachers 
or managers or males. It is a move­
ment to criticise Lin Piao and Con­
fucius. A person accused of arro­
gance is not put in the position 
of having to admit he’s an over­
bearing ass; he can simply say he 
was “under the pernicious influence 
of Confucian thought”. Externalising 
bad attitudes through Lin Piao and 
Confucius allows the Chinese (in 
Mao’s metaphor) to cure the disease 
and save the patient.
In many ways, the current move­
ment closely parallels the Cultural: 
Revolution and it would be easy 
enough to explain the former as 
simply an outgrowth of the latter. 
Today’s movement carries through 
the strong anti-authoritarian thrust 
of the Cultural Revolution. The 
current emphasis on “ daring to go 
against the tide” and “ refusing to
^restrain yourself’ echo the Cultural 
Revolution’s slogan “ to rebel is jus­
tified”. Both movements used aeon- 
temporary figure from top Party 
leadership to personify revisionism 
and evil in general; both were ini­
tially announced by top leadership; 
and both got off to a zigzag start 
as people tried to figure out exactly 
what to rebel against or, in this 
case, what to criticise.
But there are .also several striking 
differences. The current movement 
has a personal, almost introspective 
quality which would have been lost: 
in the thunder and lightening of 
the Cultural Revolution. Eight years 
ago, the Chinese were busy looking 
for the enemy within their ranks —
the “capitalist roaders”. Today, they 
seem to be looking much more into 
themselves and their closest relation­
ships — to their wives or husbands, 
parents, children, co-workers.
There is another kind of diffe­
rence, suggesting that the current 
movement may not just be a deepen­
ing of the Cultural Revolution but 
in some ways a corrective to i t
By all accounts, the Cultural Re­
volution was characterised by a cer­
tain measure of dogmatism, in­
tolerance, and what the Chinese call 
“waving the red flag against the 
red flagp’. It was during the Cultural 
Révolution that the deep popular 
respect for Chairperson Mao hardened 
into the “cult o f Mao”. The Little 
Red Book of his quotations became 
a kind of dogma ~  easy to memorise, 
easy to pull out in meetings to 
justify any side of an argument.
Toady the paraphernalia of the 
cult -- the Little Red Books and 
the Mao buttons — are still available 
in the tourist stores, but the Chinese 
don’t carry the book or wear the 
buttons. The Red Book was a short­
cut to Mao Tse Tung thought; today 
there are no shortcuts. As part of 
the current movement, people study 
the original works of Marx, Lenin 
and Mao.
An ordinary western traveller has 
no way of knowing what high level 
debates are “really behind” the 
movement. But at the grassroots 
level the ‘Movement to Criticise Lin 
Piao and Confucius’ appears to be 
exactly what the Chinese say it is; 
<part of a longterm effort to en­
courage critical thinking, to create 
“people of wisdom”.
— Pacific News Service;
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Phyllis Chesler is the author o f  
Women and Madness, published in 
hardcover by Doubleday and more 
recently in paperback by Avon (part 
o f the Hearst empire), which is being 
sued by Chesler for altering her 
text without consulting her. Some 
copies o f the paperback are com­
plete — including photographs — 
so be careful which you buy.
The following article is an edited 
transcript o f an ABC  Lateline pro­
gramme (10.15 pm Eastern Standard 
Time, from Monday through to 
Thursday, 3AR), in which Phyllis 
Chesler spoke with. Sydney poet 
Kate Jennings and Lateline inter­
viewer Gillian Waite.
It is the complete text o f Ches­
ter's part o f the discussion re­
arranged slightly in the interests o f 
continuity and clarity.
It is offered by way o f review 
o f Women and Madness and not 
as a complete transcript o f the pro­
gramme.
Kate Jennings is unhappy with 
the presentation o f the conversation 
in this form, and dissociates herself 
from it.
* * *
Women and Madness was a very 
ambitious attempt. I was attempting 
to first describe female psychology 
in the western world in general, 
by using literature, mythology and 
whatever insights or facts psychology 
and psychiatry have given us; which 
unfortunately is very little. I wanted 
to do a body count, which means 
how many women, of what class 
or what race, of what age; are in 
the hospitals for the crime of being 
female?
I also wanted to find out what 
major biases against people, and spe­
cifically against women, exist in 
psychiatric literature and in psy­
chiatric practice.
I went to the experts, which 
means that I interviewed women 
who had been in mental hospitals 
and who had been in private therapy 
for a lot of money or for a very 
little money. I also read a lot of 
Greek myths, and I thought a great 
deal during the time I was attending 
every feminist meeting I could go 
to in New York. So this book is 
very broad in scope. It would be 
difficult to summarise.
One thing I do is present a diffe­
rent definition of madness, without 
romanticising madness, which is a 
dangerous thing to do. It’s some­
thing that a few radical anti­
psychiatry critics and guru prac­
titioners either have done, or been 
confused by their public or their 
fans, into doing.
I think that there’s a key, always 
the magic key, to psychology and 
to behaviour and psychology is much 
poorer for not remembering that. . .
I think madness does exist. It’s very 
painful. It’s always divine or poetic 
in significance. We don’t respect it. 
We don’t learn from it. We cer­
tainly do not love it. But I think 
that most women in rhental hos­
pitals are not crazy. They’re un­
happy with their female role, their 
lack of power, with a lack of love 
and money that is their fate as wo­
men; but they’re not mad.
I found the basis for some ro­
mantic conclusions: that perhaps 
matriarchies did once exist, or if 
they didn’t at least we can dream 
about them for the future, or give 
up the dreams altogether . . . you 
know the story of Demeter and 
Persephone? Basically I’ve retold 
the myths. That’s not the way you’ll 
read the myths. The fact of life 
is that mothers have no power and 
no respect in modern scientific 
Christian culture. We hate mothers; 
daughters especially hate their mo­
thers. But there was a time, per­
haps when mothers and daughters 
were quite close, and this was based 
on female control of their bodies 
and of civilisation, of the earth or 
of crops or on an agricultural level.
If mothers were so respected, 
there would not be so many mother- 
in-law jokes, there would be a lot 
more father-in-law jokes; and, once 
women had served as mothers, once 
they’d got the skills and qualities 
they supposedly go along with the 
rearing of a child, we would im­
mediately send such people to the 
Congress to rule, to reign, to make 
judicial decisions that would involve 
compassion, understanding, altruism, 
and all the other qualities that the 
mother is ideally supposed to have — 
you know, the mother as goddess. 
(Who then, by the way, is blamed 
for all of the sins such as male 
impotence, or her children becoming 
drug addicts or schizophrenics or 
homosexuals or whatever?) I think 
there’s only lip service given to 
motherhood. I think that as sicence 
increases women, someday . . .
I have a nightmare vision: male 
scientists in an excess — a frenzy — 
of uterus envy, giving birth. Little 
blue test tubes filled with little blue 
baby boys — and no women in 
the world. They will completely 
eliminate women. Because right now, 
if I were a visitor from another 
planet, I would say that women are 
important as bearers of children for 
men, only by men, or we’re im­
portant as sex objects for a limited 
period of time. I think that science 
and Christianity both would like
to do away with women altogether.
If motherhood was truly appre­
ciated children would not leave the 
mother’s home, fathers would not 
have affairs, they would not go to 
prostitutes and they would not di­
vorce the woman when she’s over 
the hill at 38 or 42 for a younger 
model version. If mothers were truly 
respected, then mothers would, as 
they got older, become more power­
ful, more respected; and this is not 
the case.
The male tradition in culture is 
basically homosexual. Men go to 
war together, they leave the children 
at home, they paint phalluses and 
they worship men, go to men for 
information . . .  I think there’s 
one issue — the civil liberties of 
adult people — to do what they 
want with whom they want in bed; 
it’s another issue for me to be 
saying that I don’t really see much 
difference between men who are 
homosexual and men who are hetero­
sexual. There are very few hetero­
sexual men in the world — by that 
I mean a man who can totally 
accept ~  or only accept — a woman 
who he is in a reciprocal, equali- 
tarian relationship with. That to 
me is partly a definition of hetero­
sexuality, and I don’t see it any­
where.
What it means for the mother 
to be sent off adrift into history 
to become the witch or the step­
mother who is ugly and old and 
hated; what it means for the daugh­
ter, rather than to be re-united with 
her mother but to look for Prince 
Charming as in the story, or Cinde­
rella, or Sleeping Beauty, is part 
of what female psychology has come 
to be about. We’re passive innocent 
daughter-like figures waiting for 
Daddy to rape us so that we can 
give birth to a divine male child.
A lot of great myths simply pre­
figure, but also explain, Christianity’s 
effect on female psychology in this 
way. The Virgin Mary is not a 
Demeter figure. She doesn’t have 
a daughter, she has a son. If she’d 
had a daughter our heads right 
now would be very different. And 
if the church did not despise and 
fear the female body and female 
freedom and sexuality, our heads 
would be different too. So I was 
using myth. I would say that the 
Virgin Mary is a myth, it’s a Chris­
tian myth and she presents a por­
trait and a very important role model 
for women, to become mothers, 
to give birth to sons rather than 
daughters. The sons if they come 
in love and peace will be killed 
by other men. The role of the 
mother is to bear the child and 
to suffer — eternally; to be in an 
eternal state of despair.
And this by the way is the woman 
who the Pope recently told us we 
should take our cues from. I think 
too many women have done just 
that. The church wants to be the 
mother to us all, that’s what baptism 
is all about. The woman becomes 
increasingly passive, a receptacle for 
divine holy sperm and therefore a 
receptacle for evil spirits; at that 
point the church can burn women 
as witches, and at a later point 
in history the church is not needed 
any more. You then have organised 
psychiatry which can burn women 
as deviates, as witches of the 20th 
century or the 19th century by 
chemical methods, by lobotomising, 
cutting out sections of the brains 
of women.
I’d say — certainly treatment of 
choice — for all the female psy­
chiatric diseases is shock therapy 
which is a form of torture and 
punishment. Just as often it’s a 
punishment that women themselves 
seek in order to release themselves 
from their own anguish of power­
lessness. [When women seek psy­
chiatric treatment] they are really 
seeking to escape the maternal des­
tiny or trying to avoid it. When 
they go to a private therapist or 
mental hospital, they go through 
again the female experience. In men­
tal hospitals both men and women 
are treated like women; that means 
no work and a lot of punishment 
but no action; no real action.
Many women in America, poets 
especially, go in and out of mental 
hospitals and to and from shrinks, 
and many of them I would call 
psychic — but not in any way in 
control of their powers, or aware 
of it, or even naming the sense as 
a powerful sense. More women ar­
tists than male artists kill themselves.
Male artists are dealing only with 
the human condition whereas wo­
men have the human condition and 
the female condition to deal with 
at the same time. Men become al­
coholics but they have groupies and 
wives and mistresses to prop them 
up on the stage, to keep them 
going and to give them coffee. 
Whereas nobody mothers the women. 
The woman is mother to all.
I think that art comes from a 
very highly inspired ego and super­
ego, so I don’t think we should 
all lay it on faeces and that whole 
childhood . . .  I reject totally that 
whole anti-psychiatry notion of 
childhood as the Garden of Eden. 
Now look what it means to grow 
up . . .  to be mature is to be a 
workhorse, to be a slave to others 
and a boss to others, to don uni­
forms, to have nothing to do with 
one’s own uniqueness or with one’s 
own — only — life. And to be 
grown up — it’s a pretty grim thing, 
but it is the only structure we have 
and most people don’t dare risk 
looking away form it.
I don’t know how an artist who’s 
female can survive without mothering 
compassionate presences in her life, 
and women, especially strong wo­
men, are denied precisely that. And 
that mean’s attention, recognition, 
affection, sexual pleasure, emotional 
sustenance. I also don’t think that 
movements or political ideologies 
deliver that particular set of goods 
to us, either.
I think that all children are pro­
bably ‘psychic’ and we stormtroop 
it out of them. Women are pro- 
bably more psychic than men. Wef 
have not developed this as a useful 
power. I don’t romanticise witch 
cults or covens either, but I think 
that many women who are . . . 
certainly artists, and who are cer­
tainly mad women, are psychic. 
Have you read Doris Lessing? I 
agree, certainly in part, with The 
Four Gated City. I don’t want to 
romanticise ESP, telepathy, but 
there’s something there.
Now I think that people acting 
on the basis of the sixth sense — 
which will probably be a science 
in the 21st century if the world 
survives — get in a lot of trouble: 
partly because we expect to be re­
warded precisely when we’re pu­
nished, expect to be understood 
precisely when we’re misunderstood, 
so that we begin to doubt what 
it is we know, what it is we see 
and who we are. And once the 
process of self doubt is then con­
firmed by others it’s very difficult 
to bring back that.
I’d say that psychiatry, psycho­
logists — including the well-meaning 
bourgeois, high priced, existentially 
oriented therapists or analysts . . . 
is basically a cheaper human soul 
for the state, be it the communist 
states or the capitalist states.
People still don’t believe little 
girls when they say their uncles 
or fathers molested them. They 
don’t believe women who are raped 
when they say they’ve been raped 
— Was she really? — Well didn’t 
she want it? or — Did it really 
happen, aren’t you just being hys­
terical? When women go into mental 
asylums, get beaten up or force 
fed or even raped there, their sanity 
is immediately questioned. So I sus­
pect that while data is important 
and women should collect it and 
speak to each other of this, I don’t 
think data alone is going to be 
listened to, because everybody knows 
that men expose themselves to wo­
men, that men rape woman, that 
women don’t rape men. Everybody 
knows that women as wives and 
mothers do not get direct incomes.
I mean there are any number of 
facts that we live with and that 
we have learned not to notice, and 
this not noticing is never in the 
interests of women or children.
Power today is partly money; 
it’s not having babies that mat- 
triarchy’s all about. This is by the 
way — I wrote an essay, The Amazon 
Legacy, and in Women and Madness 
I only refer to it for about ten 
pages. That freaked more women 
out than anything else.
Women said — What do you mean 
an army, women in an army? — 
What do you mean women as war­
riors? It was very shocking and very 
unladylike to present such figures, 
which is part of the problem, be­
cause I think we do need an army, 
there’s no question. Now whether
it’s an army that carries guns or 
can drop bombs, or whether it’s 
an army of lovers or an army of 
wealthy women, you know we can 
figure this out; but we certainly 
need an army and we don’t have 
one, because the forces of power 
are very well organised.
Since then, since I finished the 
book in 1971, I’ve increasingly be­
come aware, or even obsessed with 
the necessity for women to acquire 
money and education. Now this 
doesn’t sound very romantic or very 
revolutionary even. It’s a very nice 
long range, liberal view of social 
change which I think is absolutely 
necessary. Women must acquire skills 
to acquire money in a capitalist 
economy or a socialist economy or 
wherever it is on earth that women 
live. And this has to be money 
independent of men or independent 
of other people. And education 
partly will help us get these skills, 
but also will help us train our 
minds.
I now define power very very 
much in terms of how much you 
can earn; and I’d say that I do 
believe in spritiaul power and I con­
sider it important, but I see too 
many women who are artists, poets, 
painters, musicians who are dying 
spiritually because they cannot get 
their work bought or performed be­
cause they don’t have “room of 
their own” as Virginia Wolfe told 
us. But we need td have money 
to even achieve our spiritaul powers.
I think it is dangerous for women 
to turn their back on the world. 
It’s very nice to have some sacred 
groves to return to, to be refreshed 
— if they exist — but the real 
world’s out there, and our revolution 
is to find a way into It. We’re 
already out; we don’t have to drop 
out, we’re out.
I would say also, women in gene­
ral find it much easier to blame 
mommy than blame daddy because 
he’s too threatening. So even when 
women decide to become anti­
capitalist or anti-verbal they usually 
zap other women, they don’t go 
and zap men who run the corpora­
tions of the world. So any woman 
who wants to commit some sui­
cidal, kamikaze romantic gesture of 
disaffirmation of the male world 
I say: Do it to all the men in 
the world first, then start on the 
women.
But of course the way it gets 
played out is women within the 
movement and in life in general 
do all of their target practice, all 
of their hroizontal attitudes . . . 
of other women, and they never, 
never, never, do it to the men who 
really control things.
Because, you know, power cor­
rupts; but absolute powerlessness 
corrupts absolutely. Which is that 
when people have been down a 
long time . . . you know . . . black 
people may have rhythm, and wo­
men may be sexy or intuitive, but 
we have bought these skills at the 
price of our dignity and at the 
price of our freedom, and so we 
may intrinsically or biologically or 
by default have certain traits that 
are valuable — and much more valu­
able than male traits in general; 
we still, because we’ve been power­
less, are generally incapable of gene- ? 
rosity especially to another woman, 
we can only be generous to men. 
So that women towards women are 
competitive, are in terrible fear of 
rejection. Women don’t know how 
to support women. We have only 
been taught how to be slaves to 
men. Some women are now un­
learning the slavery gestures towards 
men. That doesn’t mean we have 
learned to commit actions of love 
or understanding towards women. 
That has not yet happened.
* * *
We live in a world that is so 
filled with brutality, alienation and 
death, terrible violent death, all 
around us, at every moment, that 
nobody can be well. Now, we give 
up our dreams very slowly, and 
we’re willing to sell even ourselves 
in order to keep our illusions, so 
I don’t think anybody is well at 
all, and I don’t think we’re ever 
going to get well in our lifetime 
either.
I think the professional world 
for the human being, especially 
the female human being, is like a 
mental asylum, and I’ve been in that 
mental asylum, and I would have
hoped that the kind of support 
I could get from the feminist move­
ment would create so many alterna­
tive structures and sources of power 
and stimulation and safety that I 
wouldn’t need to go to my job 
(in this case I’m making an analogy 
between job as psychiatric patient 
and job as well paid professional 
worker), but I have to go to my 
job and the lack of alternatives or 
of support or recognition for my 
struggle is very painful to bear. We 
don’t expect, when we’re fighting 
the ‘enemy’ in some way — psy­
chiatrists or men who run univer­
sities — to then be deserted totally, 
in the zero hour by ours ‘sisters’. 
You don’t expect that, so that still 
hurts. And I think movements . . . 
the feminist movement worldwide 
has not been able to deal with this 
yet.
On one level women have read 
this book and instead of taking 
their lives in their own hands they 
have come to me instead of a male 
psychiatrist or an antifeminist psy­
chiatrist. That doesn’t help them 
and it doesn’t really help me either. 
I’m a writer, I’m a theoretician; 
I’m not a practitioner.
Professional colleagues are jealous 
and angry, and every year I’ve gotten 
fired from my university position. 
It’s very hard to tell whether that’s 
because I’m a woman or a radical 
or a feminist; I’m certainly all three 
combined. Or whether . . . you 
have to be mediocre to survive in the 
academic world. They crush any 
occurrence of individuality that’s 
even seemingly successful.
There has also been a reaction 
from the movement that’s been im­
possible to cope with, which is:
I get letters addressed to Mrs. 
Christ, and ’phone calls and visits 
at midnight. I don’t have a staff,
I cannot handle the all too real 
misery of the world. I can’t even 
answer all the letters. And I find 
it easier and easier to shut out 
the demands that are based on low 
self esteem, that are looking for 
saviours outside themselves, who are 
basically looking to dr în energy 
rather than give to themselves. I;. 
can shut it out, I don’t answer the 
’phone as much, I don’t shut it 
out of my head. I’m living with 
it and it’s painful.
One woman gave me a very 
wonderful gift. There was a con­
ference in New York about eight 
months ago, and I got a lot of 
calls saying I had to come up,
I had to come and speak; and the 
other lot of calls said — Would 
you please come, we’d love to have 
you. And then I got a call from 
a woman who I’d interviewed and 
who’d been in mental hospitals and 
who had sex with her therapist and 
had become a very active feminist 
after our interviews together. And 
she said — Phyllis, I was just thinking, 
maybe you would like to come 
to this conference as a woman; 
would you like to come with me 
as my friend? That was a tremen­
dous return to me. I think you 
understand what I’m saying.
The movement in general, or in­
dividual women who are feminists 
have been profoundly moved by 
this book and have told me so. 
The most important response to 
this book was my own, it was a 
gift and a privilege to me to be 
able to write it.
I could focus on it in one other 
way; psychiatrists, psychologists, 
some of them read it like their 
bible now. They believe this and 
they want to spin off a radical 
feminist therapy on the basis of 
the book. I don’t know what that 
means though.
And others say — O that’s just 
a piece of crap. You know — She 
doesn’t know what she’s talking 
about . . . she doesn’t have an 
MD, she only has a PhD . . . she 
probably needs therapy herself . . . 
what is all this myth business, what 
does myth have to do with mental 
science?
I’ll tell you the most important 
reaction to me is the fact that the 
federal government in America and 
most universities in America . . . 
there has been no funding from 
feminist counselling centres or child­
care centres or credit for feminist 
courses in psychology or counselling; 
nothing. There has not even been 
the slightest wedge or dent into 
tax dollars or into university credit 
dollars. And to me that means we 
have a long way to go.
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The ph o to g ra p h y  o f  A rth u r Tress
by Grant Evans
“Children are natural actors.
They express themselves best 
through their bodies, through move­
ment rather than thought or speech. 
So they act out their phantasies and 
dreams very easily . . . Occasionally 
their imaginations are so powerful 
that the two worlds — illusion and 
reality — overlap. The moment I try 
to catch in my photographs is that 
‘transformation' moment, when you 
don't know quite where you are. It's 
like the Charlie Chaplin thing, when 
he takes a clock and, transforms it 
into a heart, or takes some shoelaces 
and pretends they're spghelti. In 
other words, that delightful poetic 
moment when the material becomes 
the immaterial"
— Arthur Tress.
The words ‘material’, ‘immaterial’ 
could just as easily be translated 
.‘real’, ‘surreal’.
Arthur Tress’ photos in The 
Dream Collector command an im­
mediate identification from his au­
dience. They traverse the childhood 
phantasies of everyone — the early 
childho.od events and traumas buried 
deep in our unconscious memory.
The Surrealists were the first 
among contemporary artists to take 
up the cause of the dreamworld and 
the unconscious. They refused to 
accept the bourgeois distinctions 
between sanity and madness. They 
protested against the dualism which 
separated mind from body, con­
scious from unconscious, and the 
suppression of whole dimensions of 
human personality. The Surrealists’ 
terrain was “the immense undeter­
mined regions over which reason 
does not extend its protectorate”.
Traumatic childhood experiences 
are never completely counteracted 
and they remain with us all our life 
in varying degrees. Human beings are 
not bom undeveloped prototypes of 
the adults they later become. They 
have to go through a whole series of 
tortuous and complicated processes 
full of bitter struggles and false 
turns, and in this process human 
children also become boys and girls 
— that is, they are conditioned into 
believing that their worth or lack of, 
is determined by gender rather than 
by their humanness (which would be 
a much more preferable way of self 
definition because boy or girl would 
then be only an extra dimension of 
interest in human relations).
This early experience wells up in­
to our consciousness at times in 
clusters and fragments. And often 
we find that some of the most tri­
vial events of childhood, once not 
even thought to have been ‘con­
sciously’ recorded, are the ones we 
can recall most vividly.
In much the same way as the 
Surrealists reproduced Freud’s 
theories pretty much spontaneously 
in their art, Arthur Tress has more 
or less spontaneously extended the 
Surrealist project in his photographs. 
His photographs attempt to repre­
sent the dreams of children.
What Tress did was simply to get 
the children to relate their dreeams 
to him. He would tape the child’s
account, play it back, and then at­
tempt with the child to reconstruct 
that dream and create a single ‘total 
image’ to signify that dream.
The result: an almost immediate 
memory or recognition of that total 
image by his audience.
There is no knowledge, in its ac­
cepted sense, transmitted by his 
photos. You would not need to go 
to psychoanalysis and historical ma­
terialism for a cold analysis of what 
the photos ‘mean’. What the photos 
do contain, however, is a kind of 
‘self knowledge’ — a knowledge that 
your experiences are shared ones.
When the Surrealists started they 
v/ere regarded as crazy; not primari­
ly because of their social activities 
which included mock trials and the 
like, but because of the territory 
they set out to explore in their art.
At that time the realm of the un­
conscious was still relatively unchar­
ted, it was a terrifying unknown, 
and consequently the early works of 
these artists were greeted with hor­
ror.
This unknown dimension had 
previously been translated into re­
ligious mysticism and thereby con­
tained within acceptable boundaries. 
A secular expression of it was 
taboo. It was an area society as a 
whole wished to repress from its 
consciousness. However with the 
rise of capitalism and the decline of 
religion a gap appeared in society’s 
collective armour and the Sur­
realists broke through it, and they 
have never looked back.
While there is still widespread, 
and almost religious fear of the 
‘return of the repressed’ from the 
regions of the unconscious, social 
acceptance of this human dimension 
has increased radically since the 
Surrealists. In the same movement 
their art, and that of Arthur Tress 
today, has meant theTegitimisation’ 
of that dimension. This means on 
the one hand that their art has 
helped to reduce the fears and 
anxieties felt by some people to­
ward their unconscious life by 
making it more familiar, and at the 
same time their art offers an invita­
tion to people to explore even 
further.
This process of legitimisation 
could be seen simply as one of 
accommodation to the surrounding 
society; that Surrealism’s original 
impulse of insubordination had been 
transcended — the unknown realm 
tamed and subordinated.
However Surrealism’s radical edge 
remains in its invitation to explore, 
to discover repressed human 
potential, and with that discovery a 
motive to revolt against that which 
is repressing those potentialities — 
the surrounding society.
Yet in the ’60s we witnessed the 
popularisation of the themes of 
Surrealism and Dadaism. You only 
have to turn on a TV and watch the 
ads,, look at your record covers; 
listen to some of the songs by ' 
Cream or Pink Floyd; freak out on 
a light show; psychedelia . . .  or to 
witness its respectability in the 
spectacle of painter Salvador Dali 
on a millionaire’s ship with his pet
panther in Sydney this year, to see 
how the kinky becomes common­
place. Add to this the widespread 
use of drugs by millions of people 
who have accepted the Surrealist 
invitations and an intense 
surreal experience has become an 
open mass experience.
But while the midas touch of 
capitalism banalised Surrealism in 
the paraphernalia of psychedelia, it 
retained its character as a diffuse 
movement of revolt for another 
specific, political, reason.
The ’60s saw the rise of the New 
Left (already transformed into a 
myth, but that’s another story). The 
unifying theme of this loose move­
ment was ‘the personal is political’. 
However the early political/rock/ 
head scenes, while pushing in the 
direction of ‘liberation’, were still 
macho scenes. The cultural revolt 
then took an even more radical leap 
forward with the emergence of 
women’s liberation. This laid bare 
even further unexplored territory 
politically, personally and artistically 
and provided even more fertile 
ground for the meeting of avant 
garde art and politics.
Surrealism was the first move­
ment which brought the artistic 
avant garde together with the 
revolutionary thought of Marx and 
Freud; although such a coming 
together was no simple manoeuvre, 
as shown by the continued ten­
dency of the Surrealists to occultism 
and even a kind of secular spritiual- 
ism. In the same way today with 
the spread of a “surreal conscious­
ness” attending the decomposition 
of the New Left, there has been a 
tendency to turn to mysticism.
But this is not necessarily its fate. 
Its future is determined by the 
development of the politics of the 
revolutionary movement which will 
establish the distance or closeness 
of avant garde art to politics.
The most important aspects o f  
New Left politics still exist in the 
consciousness of the oppression of 
women, sexism, concern with life­
styles, the family, and an under­
standing that concern with human 
psychology is a crucial part of a 
viable revolutionary politics. It is 
this general development within the 
new and old veterans of the New 
Left which establishes the link with 
the old artistic avant garde providing 
it with new themes and a cultural 
arena.
The elusiveness of art, however, 
means that it cannot be revolution­
ary in itself — it simply offers 
openings and possibilities. The ex­
tent to which and the way in which 
these possibilities are followed is 
determined in the final analysis by 
art’s relation to politics. Works like 
Tress’ that have no obvious political 
direction will either help in our 
process of liberation or mystify and 
impede it depending on the activity 
of the people, the groups, the 
classes, which could take it up and 
provide it with its life. I guess you 
could almost say that the work of 
Tress, like many others, is 
potentially revolutionary — it’s up 
to you.
mmm
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by Hall Greenland
The uprising at Bathurst gaol on February 3 led to a first 
batch of 11 prisoners coming before chief stipendiary magistrate 
Murray Farquhar. His brief was to find if there was enough 
evidence to send them to trial before a judge and jury.
On July 22 magistrate Farquhar announced — after 20 days 
of hearings — that all should go on trial.
He sent Peter Dickenson, Chris Welland and Ron Webb to 
trial charged under section 205 of the NSW Crimes Act: riot 
with intent to destroy, with a maximum penalty of ten years. 
The other eight were sent up for trial under section 207: riot 
with intent to damage, maximum penalty of seven years.
The announcement of the ver­
dict in their favour made July 22 
the prosecution’s day. Police pro­
secutor Sergeant Nesbitt had pro­
bably advanced his prospects of 
stepping into the shoes of the chief 
of police, who is due to retire soon. 
Certainly he looked pleased about 
something.
The prisoners, the defence, the 
relatives and friends in the gallery, 
had all enjoyed better moments. 
The previous Thursday, magistrate 
Farquhar had' aroused faint hopes 
that he might find in favour of 
two of the prisoners. These hopes 
had s proved illusory and had given 
way to gloom, when one of those 
small incidents occurred which turn 
sorrow into anger.
After giving his verdict, magis­
trate Farquhar invited the prisoners 
to make a statement if they wished. 
One of them accepted: Ron Murphy, 
40 years old and with break-and- 
enter convictions going back to 1962. 
Facing the bench, with his hands 
clasped behind his back, he said: 
“I’m not guilty, your worship. That 
afternoon we only wanted to have 
a protest, but the warders opened 
fire on us. So I helped build barri­
cades for protection and because 
I didn’t want to be taken back 
to the cells — where I thought 
we’d be bashed. That afternoon I 
was terrified”.
Special pleading it may have been, 
but Ron Murphy had his build — 
five foot three and about nine stone 
— and history as witnesses. In Oc­
tober 1970, after a peaceful pro­
test and after the Bathursf pri­
soners had returned to their cells 
under promise of no reprisals, scores 
of them had been thoroughly bashed.
Nevertheless, Murphy’s statement 
laid the prosecution team in the 
aisles. For one unguarded moment 
they dropped their stem, sober, res­
pectable masks and their baying, 
laughing faces revealed the law as 
it is: the hunt by the strong of 
the weak.
The previous Digger (no. 33) 
covered prisoners’ testimony and 
the evidence against them. Since 
then the main business has been 
the final addresses of the various 
defence lawyers and the prosecution.
Defence lawyer Greg James 
dazzled the court — and perhaps 
himself — with his final address. 
It revolved around the definition 
and applicability of the charge of 
“riot” —- which is, of course, the 
charge against the prisoners.
Greg James argued that the de­
finition of “riot” included the ele­
ment of “voluntariness” — in other 
words, for something to be a riot, 
then, there must be a possibility 
of a person freely joining it or 
freely walking away from it. In 
this case, there was no such possi­
bility — not with the men trapped 
inside four walls and with warders 
firing at them.
Even if the court found there 
was a riot on February 3, it would 
be stretching the charge of riot too 
far to include everything that oc­
curred that day under the heading 
of riot. A whole number of of­
fences may have been committed 
that afternoon — but they could 
not all be covered by the term 
“riot”.
Riot was — James emphasised — 
a pretty definite thing: a group 
of people moving about with a com­
mon purpose to do an unlawful 
thing, like burn down a gaol. It 
was his submission that there may 
have been — in law — a number 
of riots on February 3 at Bathurst 
gaol: one could have been the group 
that descended on the chapel and 
set it on fire, and another could 
have been the group who wrecked 
and set fire to the bookbinders’ 
shop.
The advantage of this argument 
to James’ client, Edward Reeves, 
was that the bulk of the evidence 
against Reeves was warders seeing 
him either- alone or with one or 
two others, smashing a window or 
carrying mattresses about. So, James 
implied, Reeves may be guilty of
We only wanted to have a protest |  
but the warders started blasting away
something like malicious damage or 
some other minor offence — but 
not of riot, which assumed associa­
tion with a gang of others con­
sciously setting about some unlaw­
ful act.
James’ argument that what Reeves 
might have done did not fall within 
the range of the definition of riot 
was founded on one piece of “evi­
dence” : the testimony of warder O’­
Donnell that he saw Reeves with 
a large gang of prisoners in the 
bookbinders’ before it was des­
troyed.
James’ argument made it difficult 
for someone like Chris Welland — 
and the magistrate made this point 
himself. Welland had told the police 
in his interview with them (and 
this was admitted as evidence), that 
he’d gone to the bookbinders’ shop 
with other prisoners, and had over­
turned tables and benches while 
others set fire to the building. James 
had set up a careful definition of 
riot — which proved of dubious 
value to his own client — but which 
fitted Welland like a noose. Welland, 
by the way, had only four days 
of his sentence left at the time 
of the uprising.
Welland’s lawyer Keogh did what 
he could to salvage the situation. 
He argued that Welland was “caught 
up in the feeling of the moment” 
and could not be said to have entered 
any common purpose to destroy 
the bookbinders’. Also, he went on, 
the very act of overturning tables 
exhibited “thoughtless tomfoolery”, 
rather than anything else. And, 
Keogh concluded, after the table 
episode, Welland hed left the building 
and had done nothing more of any 
consequence that afternoon.
If Keogh thought this last point — 
about Welland quitting the building 
— would count in his client’s favour 
he was rudely mistaken, for as soon 
as he’d made the point about Wel­
land leaving the building imme­
diately after he’d upset the furni­
ture, magistrate Farquhar chuckled: 
“ But the building was on fire, Mr. 
Keogh, he had nowhere else to go, 
did he?” The joke was riot lost on 
anyone — save Mr. Keogh, who 
is a slow and methodical man. Mr. 
Keogh begged pardon and the joke 
was repeated. There is little doubt 
Mr. Keogh got it second time round.
When the verdict was brought 
in Chris Welland found himself facing 
the more serious of the charges: 
ririt to destroy; maximum penalty, 
ten years.
* * *
Merv Rutherford appeared for 
Kari Schwartz, who had made the 
valid enough observation to the 
police in his interview: “If the screws 
had stayed inside the prison, then 
nothing would have happened . . .  . 
It was only when they fled to the 
outside walls, that all the burning 
and smashing started”.
Rutherford had little difficulty 
in arguing that Schwartz, who had 
only six weeks of a sentence (for 
car theft and escape) to run, had 
spent most of the afternoon wander­
ing about doing nothing and was 
not linked by the evidence to des­
truction.
Magistrate Farquhar nodded, but 
insisted that answer must be made 
to evidence that Schwartz had 
thrown paper out of the warders’ 
office in a cell block (C Wing), 
which other prisoners used for a 
fire.
The answer that Merv Ruther­
ford made certainly did not make 
Kari Schwartz happy. Rutherford 
drew the magistrate’s attention to 
the question in the police inter­
view immediately following the ad­
mission about throwing out paper: 
“Did anyone threaten you to make 
you do this?” To which Schwartz 
had answered: “No”. Now Ruther­
ford’s point was that this answer 
may have been given out of fear.
In the event it did not save 
Karl Schwartz from a 207: riot 
with intent to damage; maximum 
penalty, seven years.
Rutherford’s defence, given in 
the corridors of the courthouse at 
the next adjournment, was that 
there was a threat of reprisal hanging 
over prisoners when they made their 
statements to the police. The police 
in fact acknowledged this by offering 
prisoners the option of leaving their 
statements with the police rather 
than taking them back to prison — 
where, the inference is, others might 
have read them and reacted. Ruther­
ford claimed that all he was doing 
was emphasising the possibility of 
fear in a prisoner’s mind — and 
if that was admitted, then any state­
ment made by a prisoner was not 
made “without fear or favour” and 
so was inadmissable as evidence.
Like James’ argument, it may 
haye weighed in favour of one pri­
soner but at the expense of others. 
If it was to be argued that Karl 
Schwartz was in fear of reprisal, 
that reprisal could in this case only 
come from fellow prisoners.
* * *
Bill Baldry, a prisoner due to 
appear- in the next batch before 
the court and who rolled drunks 
before going to prison, was asked 
at the end of his interview with 
tile police if he had anything else 
to add. “Yes,” he said. “I’ve seen 
the heights of love and the depths 
of hate. It’s a cunt of a world, 
and I’m fucked.” Baldry has ter­
tiary syphilis.
* * *
On July 23 the committal pro­
ceedings against the second batch 
of prisoners opened. It is following 
the same pattern as the first. The 
main evidence against the prisoners 
is still their own incriminating state­
ments,, which they claim to have 
made to the police after being told 
they were for a Royal Commission. 
The police continue to deny that 
they mentioned a Royal Com­
mission as inducement to get the 
prisoners to talk. Some of the de­
fence lawyers are still pressing the 
point that there is one law for 
prison officials and another for pri­
soners, and are still urging the po­
lice to explain why they have not 
investigated allegations and evidence 
that prisoners were wantonly shot 
and systematically bashed on Feb­
ruary 3.
Alan Viney, who appeared for 
seven of the 11 on behalf of the 
public solicitor, argued simply that 
for a riot charge to stick, a “com­
mon purpose” to riot had to be 
proved against his clients and it 
hadn’t; they had simply been caught 
up in the hurly-burly of the after­
noon. As for the barricades some 
of his clients had allegedly built 
in the centre part of the gaol, and 
which the prosecution was relying 
on as evidence o f“commdn pur­
pose”, that was for the common 
purpose of protecting themselves 
from shotgun blasts and not for 
keeping out the warders while their 
mates set about lighting up the 
gaol, for no warders made any at­
tempt to enter the gaol during the 
uprising — they just stayed on the 
walls and blasted away.
The warders had, as a result, 
crippled one prisoner who is now 
in Brince Henry hospital under po-’ 
lice . guard — presumably to pre­
vent him from running away.
After the defence addresses came 
Sergeant Nesbitt’s summing up for 
the prosecution.
As answer to Greg James he 
argued that the whole of the events 
of the afternoon of February 3
— excluding, naturally, the warders’ 
actions — constituted a riot And 
that all the prisoners were involved 
in a common purpose to damage 
or destroy the gaol — even if they 
were caught up in the excitement, 
they still had entered into the com­
mon purpose.
As for the element of “voluntari­
ness” which is necessary to net 
anyone in the charge of riof, he 
argued that prisoners did have the 
opportunity to dissociate themselves 
from the uprising; right at the be­
ginning between 60 \ and 70 pri­
soners had in fact gone and huddled 
under one of the towers on the 
walls and taken no part in the 
events. ,
As to the argument that it took 
some time for prisoners to realise 
the enormity of what was happen­
ing and by that time (what with 
the warders blasting away), it was 
impossible to leave the centre of 
the gaol and give themselves up, 
he cited the notorious Bobbin Head 
case. In that case, four men went 
to rob a warehouse. When two of 
them arrived, they discovered their 
accomplices had guns; nevertheless 
they went on with the break-and- 
enter. While they were in the act, 
the cops arrived and arrested the 
two unarmed men. The other two 
made a stand and someone was 
killed. The fact that the two un­
armed men were handcuffed in the 
back seat of a cop car when the 
killing occurred, did not prevent 
them from being charged and con­
victed of murder along with the 
two armed men.
You see, they had a chance to 
dissociate themselves from possible 
consequences before the break-in 
occurred and hadn’t taken it, so 
they were accomplices in the con­
sequences. And so Nesbitt argued, 
the same applied to the prisoners 
who stayed in the centre of the 
gaol — to escape the consequences; 
they would have had to dissociate 
themselves right at the outset.
Nesbitt acknowledged that the. 
prosecution relied heavily on the. 
incriminating statements of the pri­
soners to the police. And the fact 
that some of the prisoners might 
repudiate their statements made no 
difference in law. Here he quoted 
the precedent of the McKay case 
of 1964. In that case, a man re­
ported an “act of buggery” and 
made a written statement detailing 
it to the police. Another man was 
arrested, confessed to it, and signed 
every page of the written statement.
as a true and accurate account 
When the case came to court, the 
complainant repudiated his original 
statement as untrue. In spite of 
this, the defendant was convicted.
When Nesbitt came to detailing 
the case against each of the 11, 
it was only for Haley and Manley 
that magistrate Farquhar asked that 
“particular care” be taken.
Nesbitt quoted from Haley’s 
statement his admission that he had 
prior knowledge of trouble that 
afternoon and in the prosecution’s 
indictment Haley is mentioned as 
an accomplice before the fact But 
magistrate Farquhar drew Nesbitt’s 
attention to Haley’s remark in the 
statement that though he knew of 
the events he “dropped o f f ’, as 
Haley put it.
Nesbitt then went to Haley’s ad­
mission that he broke out of Number 
4 Yard at the beginning of the 
events and so took the first step 
of involvement in the riot But all 
the prisoners broke out of the yards 
they were locked in — and not all of 
them had been charged with riot.
Nesbitt iiext took up Haley’s ad­
mission that he’d broken the lock 
off a gate leading to the back of 
the gaol. But again, magistrate Far­
quhar drew Nesbitt’s attention to 
Haley’s statement that he’d done 
this for no more sinister purpose 
than to go to the rescue of two 
prisoners caught up the water tower 
with a fire beneath them.
After the rescue from the water 
tower, Haley admitted going to the 
cookhouse and staying there for “an 
hour or so”. Then somebody “sug­
gested we burn the kitchen” — but 
as Farquhar insisted, he admits to 
no involvement in that. Later in 
the statement he speculates on how 
the kitchen was fired, and in answer 
to the question of who suggested 
lighting up the kitchen, he says 
he got the suggestion about burning 
it “second hand”. At this stage Far- 
quhar hints that the evidence against 
Haley isn’t very strong; there doesn’t 
appear to be ahy evidence that 
Haley was involved in any “common 
purpose” to destroy any building — 
which is what the charge requires.
_But Haley did admit — and this
is what Nesbitt finally relied on — 
to help clear the kitchen of food 
before the fire and to taking the 
food to Number 1 Yard “where we 
were going to hold out”. And that 
was apparently enough for the magis­
trate, because he arraigned Haley on 
a 207: riot with intent to damage 
the gaol.
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Magistrate shoots off mouth
On Wednesday June 26, early in 
this case, magistrate Farquhar told 
me I had better get a police press 
pass if I wanted to continue re­
porting what happened in court
That afternoon I put in an ap­
plication at police HQ, but was 
told it would take approximately 
three months before any decision 
would be made on the application. 
I had to be checked out and so 
did the Digger — “It might be sub­
versive” said the man. And then 
only if the police considered it “in 
the public interest” would I get 
a pass.
I couldn’t wait that long and so 
returned to the court to see Far- 
quhar’s clerk, in the hope that my 
having made the application would 
be good enough to get me re­
admitted to the court.
The clerk ushered me into the
office of deputy chief stipendiary 
magistrate Lewer, who told me 
everything would be apples. Besides, 
he reminded me, the paper was 
subject to the libel laws, and the 
court had at its disposal 14 days 
in the cells.
That, I thought, would be that. 
But he continued tal long, quite un­
guardedly, as though I were a 
friendly.
He explained that the police had 
to be careful about who was in 
thè body of the court. After all, 
there might arise some threat to 
my physical well-being, or I could 
be a friend of those prison re­
formers and smuggle some missile 
into the court. He nodded at my* 
thick notebook and commented, “It 
would be easy enough to conceal 
something in that”.
I commented on the large number 
of police in court as confirmation
of police jumpiness. Mr. Lewer was 
quick to assure me that this lot 
was probably harmless enough and 
that “the worst ones” were to come. 
(He is, by the way, scheduled to 
sit on thè bench of future com­
mittal proceedings.)
“You have to feel sorry for most 
of them,” he went on . . . “they’re 
being manipulated by three or four 
prison reform bodies.” That wasn’t 
the only reason for his sympathy. 
“Those lawyers appearing for them 
are playing them for gullible oafs.” 
How? “Well, you know, sentences 
begin from the day of sentencing 
and not from the beginning of pro­
ceedings. If the lawyers spin it out, 
then they’re just lengthening the 
time their clients spend in prison.”
I made some fatuous comment, 
to keep up my end of the con­
versation, about how long , com­
mittal proceedings, trials and appeals
would drag on for. Lewer told me, 
“It would be possible for a deter­
mined body o f people to bring the 
system of summary criminal justice 
to a standstill . . . For instance, 
say a few hundred or a couple of 
thousand people sat down at Town 
Hall station over something or other 
and were arrested and pleaded not 
guilty. That would tie up the courts 
for years”. He told me how this 
had happened in Tokyo years before.
He ended our conversation by 
telling me: “ I warned the Depart­
ment there would be trouble in 
the gaol, before it happened”.
Why hadn’t the Department of 
Corrective Services taken any no­
tice of warning? “Well, I was a 
bit hard on them in the Long Bay 
inquiry . . .  but basically it’s be­
cause the Department is unsure of 
its role.
“The community treats members
of the Department as if they are 
as bad as the men whose custody 
they’re responsible for.”
He zeroed in on community in­
difference. He is himself a great 
believer in the “visitors’ system”, 
under which respectable members 
of the community visit prisoners 
in gaol and are then on hand as 
friends when the prisoner is re­
leased. “The trouble is now that 
when a man is released from prison 
he has nobody to turn to but his 
old accomplices”.
Other pearls from Lewer SM in­
cluded this:
“They put all the camps to­
gether in Cooma prison farm, which 
is like locking an alcoholic up in 
a bar by himself,” and “I suppqse 
the abolition of hanging was, on 
balance, a good thing”.
It would be criminal not tq ; re­
port conversations like that
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New Australian film exposes psychiatric malpracticesCatch 27a
by Helen Garner
27A is based on the true story 
of a Queenslander called Robert 
Sommerville who, while serving a 
six week prison sentence, asked for 
treatment for his alcoholism. What 
he got was not treatment, but a 
transfer to a mental hospital where, 
despite his protestations that he is 
not in need of psychiatric help, 
he found himself held against his 
i will under clause 27 A of the Queens­
land Mental Health Act. This clause 
allows patients to be held indefi­
nitely in an institution until they 
can prove themselves eligible for 
release. Sommerville’s original six 
week sentence was thus extended 
to 18 months; he was released only 
after his case was publicised by 
an outsider.
That’s the bare bones of the 
story.
Credit for making the film goes 
to a couple of fiery-eyed indivi­
dualists, Esben Storm (24) and Haydn 
Keenan (23) who work with an 
outfit in Sydney called Smart Street 
Films. It’s an interesting movie, and 
a pretty good one too, definitely 
worth seeing, not a yawn in it
The enterprise falls on the “com­
mercial” side of the fence. No one 
pretends otherwise. This is not to 
say that Storm and Keenan made 
it with greed as their motive, but 
both have a fairly hard nosed, un- 
idealistic approach to filmmaking, 
the money side of it in particular.
There was nothing underground 
or counterculture about the venture 
when it came to pay. Keenan, tne 
producer, who also plays a small 
part in the film, drummed up enough 
money from their “mostly stock­
broker” backers so that “everyone 
got paid, some more than they’d 
usually get”; Robert McDarra, who 
; plays the alcoholic (called Bill Do- 
* nald in the film), got the highest 
pay — $50 a day, “more than Craw­
ford’s pay . . |  These days, the* 
going rate for crew people is $200 
a week. Sound people get up to 
$250 a week. Of course, we paid 
a bit less, two years ago. Inflation’s 
really changed things”,
“Most underground films are made 
over weekends,” says Storm, “ and 
people have to work 12 hours a day. 
They think, ‘what am I getting 
out of it? But if you’ve got group 
spirit, people will work like a good 
team. It’s like a rowing eight — 
everyone rows because the guy- in 
front is rowing.
“It’s the most beautiful thing, f 
to be involved in a film crew!”.
Both speak enthusiastically of the 
camp on location 60 miles west of 
Sydney, near St. John of God mental 
hospital, where most of the film 
was shot.
“ Originally we were going to 
shoot it in a much colder, more 
austere hospital in Sydney, but at 
the last minute that fell through 
and we had to shoot it out there 
instead-” What they lost in telling 
atmosphere — St. John of God is 
an extremely beautiful old building 
— they gained in what Storm calls 
“ group spirit”.
Actors unused to closing the gap 
between home and work found the 
barriers softening a little between 
upper echelon professionals and the 
humbler toilers below. “We could 
all get drunk or stoned together,” 
says Storm, “and not feel vulner­
able.”
One technician remarked, “People 
did their job, and then if there 
was something else to do, they’d 
go and do that as well. It was a 
pretty pleasant experience, I must 
say” . This same bloke pointed out, 
however, that the people who kept 
the camp going, cooked, and generally 
held the living arrangements together, 
Were three girlfriends of crew and 
cast members, and were not paid.
“They wanted to do it,” said
Storm crossly, inadvertantly making 
matters worse. “ If they hadn’t been 
doing that, they’d have just been 
hanging around the camp anyway. 
It wasn’t a matter of ‘you do this 
because it’s your scehe’. Anyway, 
there was a lot of looking after 
the actors to be done when they 
weren’t working.”
Storm, in publicity releases for 
27A, is careful to point out that 
the film does not aim to “expose 
government malpractices”. It’s pushed 
as “a poignant drama of social con­
cern”. The regulation the film is 
named after has been scrubbed from 
the books, but “of course, there 
are still cases like this everywhere,” 
say Storm and Keenan. “The law 
doesn’t change things. It only sup­
presses them.” Manipulative regu­
lations are “sunk deeper — they 
become harder to pinpoint. They’re 
no longer as overt as a statute on 
the books”.
* * *
I came out of 27A with a feeling 
of dissatisfaction, as if the film hadn’t 
taken me far enough.
The hospital scenes are night­
marish — not just the brilliantly 
filmed sequence where the alcoholic, 
protesting with a kind of feeble 
venom, is dragged to the shower 
by the beefy, smartarse nurse, or 
the scene where a young patient 
dies after eating razor blades — but 
nightmarish in a slower, more weaken­
ing way: endless sequences of sun 
dazed, pointless idleness, men sitting 
empty-eyed against walls in the yard, 
or slumped in front of a visiting 
Leagues Club woman singing “ Happy 
days are here again”.
“/ i  will continue to happen, ” 
says Esben Storm.
Unless what? That’s what the 
film doesn’t tell us. What do Storm 
and Keenan think the film is about? 
I thought it was about a person 
with no control over his own life. 
But no —
“The film is about people trapped 
inside themselves,” says Storm. And 
out it comes, that Matric.-English, 
encounter-group bloody truism of 
our time,
“It’s about a lack o f  communica­
tion”.
It’s not that there’s no communi­
cation between an individual and 
an institution like 27A. It’s that 
what is being communicated is 
power, or the lack of it. It may 
not be verbal communication, but 
the message comes through loud 
and clear: “We’re on top, and you’ll 
do what we say”.
Talking about communication 
breakdowns is hardly even scratching 
the surface of a situation like the 
alcoholic Bill Donald’s.
Do we have any right to demand
from the makers of such a film 
a solution to the outrages they docu­
ment?
A while ago I saw a 1950s Hitch­
cock movie called' The Wrong Man, 
an absolutely horrendous story of 
a simple, home loving New York 
musician who is mistakenly identi­
fied as an armed robber; in his 
naivety he submits to some gro­
tesque handwriting tests at the po­
lice station, thus incriminating him­
self further. His wife, confused and 
frightened beyond bearing cracks 
up and is committed to a mental 
hospital.
He finds a lawyer who is pre­
pared to take on the case; techni­
calities force a retrial. He is adrift 
in a bewildering sea o f events beyond 
his control.
In the end he is saved by a 
miraculous stroke of fate — the 
real robber is picked up for another 
offence, and his charges are dropped. 
His wife, still deranged, makes an 
astonishing recovery in the last 
frame, and the family shifts to 
Florida to start a new life.
Now, this movie was brilliantly 
made. The suspense is exquisite, 
the catharsis the audience endures 
is complete — pity and terror. But 
that’s just i t  What you ought to 
feel, or what would be more useful 
to feel, when you’re confronted with 
a story like that (and it, like 27A 
is based on a real case) is rage.
There’s no point, if you are 
making a film about a real social 
issue that’s changeable through ac­
tion, in thrilling or moving the au­
dience to a state where all they 
can think is “Shit, I hope nothing 
like this ever happens to me”.
As Yossarian pointed out in 
Catch-22, “They can do anything 
we can’t stop them doing”.
Storm and Keenan believe, pro­
bably optimistically, that 27A says 
to its audience, “The group that 
made this film is alive, offering them­
selves to you as naked as they can 
make themselves”.
No, they don’t offer themselves. 
They offer a skilfully told and 
moving story of a person without 
power over what happens to him 
in a very specific and iniquitous 
situation.
To change this kind of situation, 
we’re going to need a hell of a 
lot more than communication.
A quiet moment of freedom for alcoholic Bill Donald (played by Robert McDarra) in 27 A.
Jon Rhodes
by Grant Evans
The Portuguese have never been 
renowned as go ahead colonialists, 
and at the outer edge of their em­
pire they have preserved a colonial 
relic, Portuguese Timor. Overshad­
owed in recent years by the struggles 
in Portugal’s African colonies, Ti­
mor has drifted along relatively 
unnoticed and in pretty much the 
same way since the Portuguese 
landed there 460 years ago.
The future of this island colony, 
situated 350 miles to the west of 
Darwin, has received, little attention 
since the April coup in Lisbon. 
There are no indigenous political 
movements really capable of deter­
mining its future, and Timor’s fate 
lies in the hands of Portugal itself, 
Indonesia and Australia.
The Portuguese first landed in 
Timor in the 15th century and 
settled at the western end of the 
island at Kupang. Never high up 
in the imperialist pecking order, in 
1613 they were driven out of western 
Timor by the Dutch and forced 
to occupy the less desirable eastern 
end of the island. The capital was 
then arbitrarily set up on the narrow 
coastline at Dili.
Portugal now shares with Indo­
nesia half of the island. During Su­
karno’s reign the security of the 
Portuguese section seemed far from 
certain, but Sukarno only had his 
sights on former- Dutch territory, 
especially Irian Barat (formerly West 
New Guinea). Portuguese Timor was 
allowed to continue its colonial 
slumber.
Up until 1950 Timor was a place 
of deportados — persons deported 
from the homeland for various of­
fences, mainly political — and it 
remains a ‘hardship posting5 for the 
military because of its isolation. 
However this isolation is slowly 
breaking down. TAA now operates 
three Fokker Friendship flights from 
Darwin to Baucau each week for 
Timor Air Transport, which pro­
vides the first stepping stone for 
the ‘hip route’ through Asia.
The villages in the interior, where 
most of the 609,477 Timorese live, 
are much like those in other southeast 
Asian countries — full of children, 
tattered chickens, goats and dogs, 
With a few Chinese stores selling 
cloth, canned food, cigarettes and 
beer (from Portugal’s other colonies, 
Angola and Mozambique). They con­
trast with the garrison town atmo­
sphere of all the larger centres. The
First stop on the route to dope and riches
white stone Portuguese buildings and 
barracks, the white churches and 
missions, and white soldiers wander­
ing aimlessly about.
Dili, the main Portuguese adminis­
trative centre, is a Mediterranean 
enclave occupied by 4,000 Euro­
peans (2,000 of them soldiers), and 
6,000 Timorese. “Here in Portugal”
. . . as if Lisbon was a bus ride 
away, can be overheard frequently; 
Dili is a monument to Portuguese 
imperialism’s ideology that all its 
colonies are simply far flung pro­
vinces.
The Timorese are extremely poor 
and eke a meagre living out of the 
land. Many of the indigenous popula­
tion are outside of the money eco­
nomy but their subsistence labour 
has to be interrupted during one 
part of the year in order to earn 
the tax levied on all the inhabi­
tants. Taxation is one of the most 
cqmmon grievances of the Portuguese 
army, the Portuguese administration, 
and the wealthy Portuguese planters.
In almost perfect colonial con­
trast the Portuguese live in affluence. 
From his comfortable air conditioned 
office, Fernando Alves Aldeia, the 
military governor of Portuguese Ti- 
more, last year complacently dis­
cussed the future of the colony: 
“The Timorese people are very poor 
but pacific. There will be no war 
in Timor. The troubles of Asia 
and Africa will not be repeated 
here”. And events to date in Por­
tugal will hardly have disturbed this 
complacency.
A less blatant form of colonialism, 
neocolonialism, seems to be the order 
of the day from the present junta 
in Portugal. As such it will simply 
reinforce the policy in Portuguese 
Timor over the past four years of 
attempting to alleviate the most bla­
tant injustices in the colony. During 
this period educational facilities have 
improved by 50%, and recently a 
six year development plan involving 
a $20 million commitment from 
Lisbon to give the colony 300 miles 
of asphalt road and improved airport 
facilities have begun. However, health 
facilities remain poor and Timor 
continues to have one of the highest 
TB rates in the world. 
v Either as a colony or a neo­
colony of Portugal, Timor will rely 
very heavily on Australia for the 
success of these latest developments. 
Australia is virtually the only foreign 
investor in Portuguese Timor.
Up until 1971 the Australian 
company Timor Oil NL was the 
only mining cpncern in the colony 
and has been prospecting there since 
1956. In June 1972, it distributed 
some blocks of its Portuguese con­
cession to affiliates, International 
Oils Exploration NL and Amalga - 
mated Petroleum NL. International 
Oils was formed in 1968 to look 
for oil on the Indonesian side of 
the island. Each of these small Aust­
ralian oil companies is headed by 
Mr. A. R. Dodson, who for some 
time has been the honorary Portu­
guese consul in Melbourne, so that 
the Portuguese Consulate in that city 
is run out of the same suite as 
Timor Oil and International Oils.
Woodside-Burmah Oil NL has re­
cently (April) joined with Timor 
Oil in working oil concessions in 
Portuguese Timor. This means that 
Woodside-Burmah now has a large 
stake in oil drilling on both sides 
of the Timor border. Under a deal 
with International Oil announced in 
January, Woodside-Burmah acquired 
the right to earn 65% interest in 
areas in Indonesian Timor with In­
ternational Oil and the Indonesian 
state owned company Pertamina. 
The concession involved in the deal 
covers almost the entire Indonesian 
half of Timor, including offshore 
areas.
The Portuguese have also been 
encouraged by the recent involve­
ment of Broken Hill Pty. Ltd., Aust­
ralia’s largest company, in the co­
lony’s economy. In January 1972, 
BHP was granted a concession over 
a 950 square mile area of Portu­
guese Timor to explore for and pro­
duce all minerals except radioactive 
minerals, petroleum and diamonds.
Another Australian company, 
Thiess Holdings, is planning a major 
joint venture with a Japanese com­
pany in Daiko Kanko, Portuguese 
Timor. The multimillion dollar pro­
ject is for the construction and 
operation of a large international 
tourist complex near Timor’s Bau­
cau airport.
» This meshes with the colonial 
administration’s development plan 
which is mainly directed toward de­
veloping the tourist industry in Ti­
mor. Very few tourists at present 
(approximately 5,000) visit Timor 
and they are mostly Australians. 
But like: the small islands in the 
Pacific, Timor hopes to attract 
many more Australian tourists in 
an attempt to fill the local coffers.
In this scheme the already vital 
link with Darwin through TAA, 
which brings in official correspon­
dence, luxury items, and even Por­
tuguese troops, will be the central 
canal for the inflow of tourists. 
TAA and Ansett have been pro­
moting 14 day package tours for 
A$556 from Sydney or Melbourne. 
The image projected is idyllic: ‘Por­
tuguese Timor, one of the last re­
maining colonies of the Portuguese 
colonial empire, is tropical and tran­
quil. There’s a multitude of races 
there, happy colourful people living 
in superbly hand crafted buildings. . .’ 
It would seem that Australia is the 
lifeline of Portuguese colonialism in 
Timor.
This has been a serious point 
of embarrassment for the social 
democratic government,in Australia 
for the past year and a half, and 
they have attempted time and again 
to bury the issue. Only ten, years 
ago the Australian Labor Party was 
committed to the ‘liberation’ of 
‘eastern Timor’ in its programme. 
Mr. Whitlam, the present Prime 
Minister, at the same time took a 
strong stand on the issue when he 
said: “Eastern Timor must appear 
as an anachronism to every country 
in the world except Portugal . . . 
We would not have a worthy sup­
porter in the world if we backed 
the Portuguese”. And so, appearing 
consistent, Australia backed the UN 
resolution in January 1973, calling 
for a form of economic sanctions 
against Portuguese colonies.
But the ALP claims that Timor 
is an exception. In response to an 
enquiry from the Development Ac­
tion Group at the ANU, a Foreign 
Affairs officer wrote: “The govern­
ment does not consider that the 
activities of Australian companies 
in Portuguese Timor to which you 
refer are in contradiction to the 
provision of the resolution”. Con­
sequently Timor only appears in 
the ALP government’s response to 
the Portuguese coup as an absence. 
The social democrats merely noted 
that the granting of new freedoms 
within metropolitan Portugal would 
be bound to have important implica­
tions for the country’s overseas pos­
sessions; “particularly the African 
territories of Guinea Bissau, Angola 
and Mozambique”. Australia has 
since recognised the revolutionary 
government in Guinea Bissau.
The ALP if probably hoping that 
some form of neocolonial govern­
ment will emerge in Timor soon 
t o g e t  them off (he hook. The 
persistence of archaic colonial style 
rule can only disrupt the ALP’s 
strategy for more ‘enlightened, mini 
imperialist’ activity in southeast Asia 
and the Pacific. Since coming into 
government the ALP has tried stre­
nuously to rid Australian foreign 
policy of its racist and militarist 
image, and continued Portuguese 
military rule in Timor with Aust­
ralian content can only cause this 
image to linger on.
Naturally, the future of Portu­
guese Timor is of great concern to 
Indonesia as well. The Suharto go­
vernment has already contacted the 
Australian government asking for 
an exchange of views on the ques­
tion and wanting to co-ordinate 
policy as much as possible.
Despite the Indonesian govern­
ment’s trumpeting of its ‘anticolo­
nial heritage’ it has displayed rela­
tively little interest in Portuguese 
Timor. While there have been inter­
mittent suggestions of integrating 
the colony into Indonesia, the extra 
6,000 people have simply been seen 
as an extra and potentially costly 
burden to administer. The discovery 
of oil or the ‘takeoff of the tourist 
industry may cause it to radically 
reappraise its position.
Indonesia’s Foreign Minister Adam 
Malik, in a rar,e democratic gesture 
has said since the coup that it is 
up to the Timorese themselves to 
decide the future form of govern­
ment they wished.
With the present state of limbo
in the Portuguese colonies the Ti­
morese people have temporarily and 
unexpectedly been placed in a po­
sition to determine the immediate 
political future of the colony. Since 
the coup three political parties have 
emerged in Portuguese Timor: the 
Timor People’s Party, the Social 
Democratic Party, and the Demo­
cratic Union.
The Timor People’s Party (Per- 
satuan Rakyat Timor) has called 
for integration with Indonesia and 
is reported to have a big following 
among the island’s peasant popula­
tion. The Social x Democratic Party, 
formed only last May, wants full 
independence and also wants .to 
maintain close links with Indonesia. 
It claims to draw support from the 
educated sections and many expat­
riates. Its leader, Jaime Joaquin 
Neves, has gone to Lisbon to cham­
pion the cause of independence and 
has warned that if independence 
is not granted then they will have 
no other choice but to turn to 
Indonesia for help. The third party, 
the right wing Democratic Unipn 
wants to stay with Portugal rather 
than be “swallowed up” by‘ Indo­
nesia which it demagogically claims 
would simply be exchanging one 
kind of colonialism for another.
Given the present sentiment in 
Timor the Indonesians may have 
to hurriedly reappraise their atti­
tude to the colony.
Come what may there appears 
little hope of Portuguese Timor re? 
turning to its quiet colonial days. 
While the intentions of the Lisbon 
government remain" unclear the tem­
porary lifting of political repression 
has allowed the formation of parties 
in Timor which would be sure to 
organise, at the very least, a clan­
destine nationalist organisation in 
the event of a renewed crackdown. 
And any serious outbreak of political 
conflict in Portuguese Timor would 
quickly attract the attention of the 
Indonesian government, which would 
want to contain any potential over­
flow of the conflict into western 
Timor, and probably cause it to 
bring pressure to bear on Portugal 
for the colony’s independence.
While the Timorese have suddenly 
assumed a political weight in Timor, 
the long term developments of the 
colony whether independent or not 
will be determined for the fore­
seeable future by the large capitalist 
nations which hem it in — Australia 
and Indonesia.
The Portuguese on Timor have 
an adaption of the old adage of 
British imperialism; they call Timor 
“the land the sun on rising sees 
first”. Even if the sun sets on Portu­
guese empire it will only rise to 
find Timor still in the grip of im­
perialism.
the
RECORD QOUKKR
A Week of Glitter and Shellgrit
Ever irrepressible and wheezing, Mr. Mouthwash himself —
Greg Young, breathless after the Gary Glitter extravagan­
za, has re-launched himself this week as lead vocal with 
‘Kitty Litter and the Pellettes’ — an outrageous stage act 
debut at the wedding of the year last Saturday.
The glittering wedding party arrived for the reception at 
the prestigious Albion Hotel where lager was served with 
tiny floating ice swans (courtesy South Melb. Football 
Club) and deCantered from miniature petrol bowsers 
(courtesy Shell Oil Co.).
Kitty Litter’s lively and bawdy’“ From Bowser to Wowser” 
and “Corporation Cop-Out” thrilled the guests, while Gary 
Hutchison's poem “ I Loved that Kid from the Carlton 
Boondocks to the Cambridge Cloisters” was surely in­
spired. Bride’s maids Charity Wilson, Rubbernose Rubo, 
and Celeste Campbell — the Singing Penguin,sat resplen­
dent and threw brown rice and sandals, incense and in­
sults with the best of them.
THE RECORD COLLECTOR -  TWO SHOPS: CNR. TOORAK 
ROAD AND DAVIS AVENUE, SOUTH YARRA, 267.1885, AND 
710 GLENFERRIE ROAD, HAWTHORN, 819.1917.
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“Those who lived and died at Wounded Knee in 1890 and 1973 ".
Sheriffs’ posses still 
k ill Indians don’t they
Under martial law in the Philippines:
The New Society
has the same old symptoms
by Robin Osborne
“ Martial law”, runs a current joke in Manila, “has taken the criminals off the streets . . .  and Put 
them in charge.” Filipinos have traditionally regarded their leaders with cynicism but the gag reveals 
a growing disenchantment with the “ New Society” of President Ferdinand Marcos.
The following eye witness report is from a Filipino Catholic priest, 
who has been working with refugees in the ruins of Jolo:
Four months after the Philippine Constabulary came to “save” Jolo, 
the scars of war are beginning to assume an air of permanence. 98% of 
the city is rubble. Some 65,000 persons are refugees in neighbouring 
islands (including Mindanao), and nearly half of the remaining 35,000 
citizens are homeless. The largely Muslim population would like to begin 
rebuilding the city, but the Marcos regime has expropriated all the land 
“because land titles have been destroyed”.
Still, the deepest scar is the memory of the bloodshed. People in Jolo 
say that as many as 600 persons — at least half of them civilian — died 
in the naval and air onslaught that began at dawn on Ffebruary 7. (Official 
figures put the death toll at 169, including only 18 civilians.)
People are still being killed as the army, with seven battalions, pushes 
inland. In central Mindanao’s Cotabato Province, government troops 
backed by F86 Sabre jets and 105 ran. artillery guns, massacred more 
than 200 Muslims between June 20 and 24. A Muslim commented: “It’s 
worse than World War II. At least the Japanese didn’t kill children. The. 
army kills us as if we were animals”.
Entering Jolo with a group of relief workers in early June, we were 
searched and required to register with the military. We were forbidden 
to talk to civilians or to take pictures. So we didn’t talk — we listened. 
We heard much about the deceptive nature of the government’s highly 
touted relief programme.
Although the government has opened nine schools as refugee centres 
and is building 20 bunk houses, more than 10,000 Jolo residents still lack 
shelter. Food supplies (including Australian flour and US grain, unacceptable 
to the rice eating people) are not only inadequate but demeaning. The 
people — 99% peasants and fishers — would much prefer to restore their 
own economic base, but the government is refusing until all of the area 
is “pacified”. The government not only refuses to lease the land it has 
expropriated but it also denies reconstruction loans except to a small 
“approved” list of government officials and members of the private business 
sector.
The people don’t need relief or family planning or any other form of 
“help” from the advanced nations. Our country is rich in natural and human 
resources. What we need is to be left alone to develop these. We don’t 
want another Vietnam.
Standing Rock, Dakota — The 
American Indian'Movement at the 
Standing Rock First International 
Treaty Convention, issued a resolu­
tion on the 1972 Rapid City Flood, 
in which 230 people including many 
Indians died. The resolution states: 
“We have recently learned that two 
planeloads of rainmaking chemicals 
were dumped onto the clouds a 
few hours before the storm broke 
in an experiment called ‘Project 
Cloud Catcher’ underthken by the 
faculty from the South Dakota 
School of Mines, in conjunction 
with the Department of the In­
terior and the Department of De­
fence”.
Dennis Banks of AIM charged 
that the project, funded by the 
Departments of the Interior and 
Defence, was studying the use of 
rainmaking to create difficulties for 
“enemies”. Winds apparently blew 
the chemically seeded clouds into 
the main storm mass. The govern­
ment investigation of the Rapid City 
flood clearly spells out that the 
effects of the seeding flights may 
have helped to cause a ‘chain re­
action’ that produced 50 million 
tonnes of artificial rain. But the 
report nevertheless absolves all com 
cerned of blame.
The draft resolution continues: 
“The Rapid City chapter of the 
AIM was involved in help and rescue, 
and AIM was forced to perform 
its own investigations into the causes 
of the flood and damages to people, 
because the US government showed 
no concern for Indians in its in­
vestigations. As a memorial to the 
230 people killed AIM will publicise 
these facts and seek to protect 
people in the future from such geno- 
cidally irresponsible acts”.
— People's News Service.
Sioux Falls, South Dakota — An 
all white jury returned a unanimous 
‘guilty’ verdict in the trial of three 
American Indian Movement members 
charged with arson, following de­
monstrations in Custer, South Da­
kota in February 1973.
The demonstrations arose out of 
the murder of an Indian, Wesley 
Bad Heart, by a white man who 
was later charged only with second 
degree manslaughter. This trial is the 
second in a long series of intended 
prosecutions against American In­
dians.
It was the first ‘successful’ pro­
secution of Indians after the events 
at Wounded Knee and Custer, fol­
lowing three unsuccessful prosecu­
tions of Indian activists this year. 
The three defendants, Robert High 
Eagle, Kenneth Dahl and Sarah 
Bad Heart Bull, were found guilty 
on June 20 after 14 hours of de­
liberation.
Judge Bottum, who — when the 
first Custer trial started in April —
Student and farmer togetherness
Airport
For over six years Japanese stu­
dents and farmers have fought to 
keep the new Tokyo airport, Narita, 
from opening. So far they have 
been largely successful.
At the end . of the 1960s the 
Narita Airport Construction Com­
pany began to buy up all the land 
which is now the airport area As 
few of the peasant farmers in the 
district were aware of how valuable 
their land was, it was easy for the 
company to buy at very low prices. 
But the speed at which the land 
buying was being done made some 
of the farmers suspicious and they 
held out, refusing to sell.
Militant students helped the vil­
lagers fight back by organising barri­
cades and trenches across part of 
the land where the runway was 
being built. The construction com­
pany was forced to call in the police 
and a pitched battle took place 
which was only ended when the 
barricades were literally bulldozed 
away. Over 1,000 people were ar­
rested and 5,000 were injured. This 
battle became the central core of 
a documentary called Peasants of 
the Second Fortress. Frightened by 
such determination, the company 
sealed the airport with a high barbed 
wire fence and hired a large security 
force to guard the area.
When the airport was first planned 
the opening date was set as April 
1971. But it was not until March
ordered riot police into the court­
room after the 14 defendants had 
refused to stand for him, resulting 
in three serious injuries, commended 
the jury for their hard work.
— Liberation News Service.
* * *
Washington, New Mexico — Thirty 
four Navajo Indians were arrested 
recently during a protest against the 
recent mutilation murders of three 
Navajo men by white youths in 
Farmington. The arrests were made 
following a clash between San Juan 
County Sheriffs (dressed as frontier 
soldiers for a “Sheriffs’ Posses’ Ro­
deo”) and several hundred Indians 
who were holding their seventh de­
monstration over the murders since 
the discovery of the bodies* on 
April 21.
On the night of June 9, the 
bodies of three more Navajos were 
found, making a total of nine In­
dians murdered near the Four Cor­
ners Indian Reservation since spring 
1973.
The Indians who participated in 
the June 8 demonstration were par­
ticularly incensed at the light sen­
tences given to the three teenage 
boys who confessed to the murders— 
they were committed to the Springer 
Boys’ Home for an indefinite period 
and are expected to be released 
when they are 21. “The sentencing 
was motivated by racism” said Glenn 
Pacquinn of the University of New 
Mexico Kiva Club, a member group
last year that the 4,000 metre run­
way, the terminal building ana other 
facilities were completed, t
Adjacent to the runway, where 
the company failed to persuade seve­
ral farmers to sell their land, the 
students have built two steel towers 
which are high enough to make 
it impossible to land any aircraft. 
Thirty students are permanently on 
guard at this site to prevent any 
attempt by either the police or the
construction company to demolish 
the towers.
The farmers were taken to court 
by the construction company over 
these towers. But under traditional 
Japanese law it is illegal to buy 
agricultural land and change its use 
without the consent of its owner. 
The judge who heard the case re­
fused to give an order for the re­
moval of the two towers, both of 
which are on private land. The only 
hope he held out to the company 
was that he would order their re­
moval two months before the air­
port opened because they would 
become a hazard to public safety. 
This will pose problems to the air­
lines planning to fly into Narita 
Airport because it usually takes a 
minimum of four months to give 
pilots simulator training for new 
flight paths. Of course, simulator 
programmes can’t be made without 
the real airport to fly into. Also, 
before the towers can be removed 
by force, an access toad will have
of the Coalition for Navajo Libera­
tion which organised the demon­
stration; “ it is a mandate for other 
racist people to do as they please — 
to kill Navajos.”
The Indians had been denied a 
permit to demonstrate on June 8, 
even though they had been holding 
peaceful demonstrations every week­
end until then. The arrests occurred, 
according to one Indian participant, 
when a cop trying to disperse the 
picketers shouted “Charge!” and the 
“cavalry unit” of the sheriffs’ parade 
descended on the protesters. One 
of the cavalry flagbearers intimidated 
an Indian protester with his- flag 
standard, provoking a fight which 
was eventually broken up with tear 
gas and the mass arrests.
The Governor of New Mexico, 
Bruce King, has placed the National 
Guard on standby alert near Farming- 
ton and the state police have sent 
a riot-equipped contingent to the 
city. The city authorities have closed 
down the Indian Centre in Farm­
ington.
— People's News Service.
* * *
St. Paul, Minnesota — A Cherokee 
Indian informer for the FBI in 
the Wounded Knee trial says that 
an intense religious experience has 
convinced him he must refuse to 
testify for the government, and to 
join the American Indian struggle 
that was symbolised by the Wounded 
Knee occupation.
to be built for the cranes, and this 
would have to pass over more unsold 
farmland.
Opposition intensilied at every 
step taken to complete the airport. 
Local residents objected to the laying 
of a permanent pipeline. Digging 
caused flooding and a chemical used 
to harden the bed of a stream 
resulted in polluted well water. This 
time the construction company was 
taken to court and ordered to delay 
further pipelaying until full tests 
had been carried out on this chemi­
cal. The company then tried to 
start a temporary pipeline, but so 
far have been so harassed by oppo­
sition as to make it impossible to 
continue. Three students involved 
in the struggle against this pipeline 
have recently been arrested. In the 
meantime, the fuel tanks at the 
airport have remained unused for 
so long that they have developed 
a fungus that will take six months 
of flushing to clear.
The airport is about 70 kms. 
out of Tokyo on a very congested 
stretch of motorway, which means 
it can take up to two hours to 
reach. To solve this another private 
company proposed to build a bullet 
firain link (speeds of up to 240 
kph) to the centre of Tokyo.
The building of a section through 
a rural area passed off without in­
cident but the section through the 
Tokyo suburb of Narita City was 
strongly objected to by residents
James Northup Jr., a four year 
cop and five year Marine veteran, 
says he volunteered to spy for the 
FBI during the 1973 Wounded Knee 
occupation. Northup was paid $300 
by the FBI to infiltrate the Indian 
camp and gather information. Since 
the occupation ended, Northup has 
given evidence to the FBI and to 
a federal grand jury.
However last week, as Northup 
was about to be called to testify 
on behalf of the government, Judge 
Nichols informed the defence at­
torneys that Northup would not 
testify. In a later interview with 
defence attorney Mark Lane, North­
up said that his turnabout was the 
result of a traumatic vision he had 
experienced in an Indian religious 
ceremony led by Wounded Knee 
holy person Leonard Crow Dog. 
Northup said that he had been par­
ticipating in the ceremonies — which, 
incidentally, do not use drugs — 
since he first infiltrated Wounded 
Knee. At first, he said, he found 
the ceremonies alien to his sophisti­
cation, but as time went on they 
became a strong influence in his 
life.
Northup siaid that a recent vision 
convinced him that if he were to 
testify he would be betraying “ those 
who lived and died at Wounded 
Knee in 1890 and 1973”. He said 
that he will go to gaol before he’ll 
agree to testify for the government 
against his Indian brothers Russell 
Means and Dennis Banks.
— Gene Simpson, Earth News.
who were worried by the shock 
waves that would be generated by 
high speed trains. In addition,’ all 
the neighbouring villages have re­
gistered strong protests against flights 
passing over their areas.
Politically, it has been a great 
embarassment to the present ruling 
party, the Liberal Democrats. The 
Japan/People’s Republic of China 
Aviation Agreement has been signed, 
but it’s impossible to.allow planes 
from the People’s Republic to land 
alongside those from Taiwan. With 
only one airport, this tricky piece 
of diplomatic protocol cannot be 
resolved.
Today, the Narita Airport stands 
empty like some uncanny, post- 
nuclear holocaust ghost town. Only 
security and maintenance workers 
staff it. Rapidly becoming obsolete, 
it has already become too small 
to take the overflow from Tokyo’s 
operational airport, the chaotic Ha- 
neda. Ominous cracks keep appearing 
on the runway. The long delay in 
the realisation of their investment 
plans is proving fatal to many of 
the capitalists involved in the air­
port and its associated developments; 
the coach terminal owners, the rail 
link firm and the airport construc­
tion company are all about to go 
bankrupt. These companies are now 
asking for state help to stave off 
bankruptcy; so far this has been 
refused.
— Hot News/People's News Service.
In the old days, election cam­
paigns smothered the populace with 
rosy promises, free handouts and, 
to make sure, some old style muscle. 
Predictably, elected officials de­
livered little that they had pro­
mised, but no one was surprised: 
“That’s the way we do it here, 
all politicians are crooks”.
Tlie price of votes varied. Some­
times candidates would finance ri 
community project — a bridge or 
school — in return for allegiance. 
Others would shell out 30 pesos 
for every promised vote. Winning 
was expensive, but outlays were 
quickly recovered once in office. 
“But all that,” in the words of 
President Marcos, “was in the corrupt 
days of the old society.”
They were exciting days too, with 
Manila the most open city in Asia — 
huge illegal gambling casinos ope­
rated behind barred doors; along 
Roxas Boulevard prostitutes paraded 
the streets, young Filipinos smoked 
grass openly, and those who could 
swished about in huge cars with 
tinted windows and bodyguards, 
everyone earned a gun. A quiet 
night on the town often ended in 
a shootout in the best Chicago tra- 
dition. Gang warfare between ri­
val crime or political syndicates was 
common, th e  Philippines was a mix­
ture of Billy the Kid, A1 Capone 
and Blackboard Jungle. “But that,” 
in the words of President Marcos, 
“was in the lawless days of the old 
society.”
"C O CKTAIL OF A N A R C H Y "
In the north, the Communist New 
People’s Army operated from a 
mountain hideout, sometimes terror­
ising, always discrediting the regime. 
In the south, Muslim secessionists t 
declared their independence and pre­
pared to fight for it. In the cities, 
students rioted and distributed radi­
cal literature. The press, the freest 
in Asia, called everyone, including 
Marcos, a “crook”, “crim” , or “dirty 
liar”.
In a recent interview with Time 
magazine, President Marcos described 
the situation as a “cocktail of anar­
chy”. He added “but that was in 
the rebellious days of the old so­
ciety”.
As if that was not enough, the 
Philippines was bankrupt. Anyone 
with money kept it abroad, usually 
in the United States. Street corner 
money changers paid top rates for 
large denomination US bills; their 
bosses mailed the money out in 
letters and newspaper packets. Most 
industry was foreign (mainly US) 
owned, and the country’s exports 
hardly paid the interest on the vast 
national loan debt
M A R T IA L  LAW A N D  THE  
"NEW  SOCIETY"
Marcos’ final term as President 
was due to expire in December, 
1972. It was widely rumoured that 
Imelda Marcos, to whom the Presi­
dent is married, would run for, and 
no doubt win, the Presidency. She. 
never got the chance. One night 
in September 1972, Ferdinand Mar­
cos appeared on nationwide tele­
vision and declared Martial Law. 
With the aid of the army and the 
sweep of a pen, he announced that 
“the Philippines will become a New 
Society; a just, honest, progressive 
society, with , an even distribution 
of wealth and a fair deal for all”.
Marcos reassured the people that 
“this isn’t martial law in the usual 
sense. There are no soldieys in the 
streets, no one is threatened” . For 
a few months it seemed the gamble 
had paid off, not only for him, 
but for the whole country. Crime 
fell dramatically, the incredibly cor­
rupt and inefficient civil service was 
streamlined, tourists started to re­
turn in numbers, and overseas busi­
ness grew interested in investment.
A huge advertising campaign was 
mounted, extolling the virtues of 
the New Society. “ You are the new 
Filipino” commercials explained to 
a background of ethnic music, and 
roadsigns urged free wheeling Fili­
pinos to discipline themselves. First 
Lady Marcos stepped into the spot­
light again, initiating a programme 
to agriculturalise all vacant land — 
including urban backyards — and 
beautify the nation: “We want every 
home to have a fence, every garden 
to have flowers, every person to 
show pride”.
Another major campaign, Balik- 
bayan, aimed to entice the many 
expatriate Filipinos back home.
Offeringbigdiscounts on the national 
airline and in hotels throughout the
land, the government welcomed 
balikbayans with flowers and bro­
chures explaining that martial law
was not what they imagined. Per­
haps not, but most returned to their 
adopted countries, usually the 
United States (where over 100,000 
Filipinos live).
After a year of martial law, 
Marcos held a referendum asking 
“Do you wish a continuation of the 
New Society?” With all viable oppo­
sition still gaoled, the voters saw 
little alternative. Often the voting 
was blatantly rigged. In one pro­
vince, a government teacher was re­
cruited as an electoral officer and 
sent to the villages to judge the 
vote. Before leaving he was advised 
to return with a favourable result.
“I took a camera to record the 
proof,” he recalls. “It was by a 
show of hands, but for the first 
time ‘no’ had a majority. For a 
while we were worried, then we 
formed a plan. When the ‘no* hands 
went up, we said ‘keep them ráised’. 
Then we asked for the affirmative 
votes. Now everyone’s hands were* 
up . . . Click! I took the photo 
proving a unanimous ‘yes’ vote. I’m 
not surprised martial law is continu­
ing.” No one was, as the President 
proudly announced the “people’s re­
cognition of our success”.
OLD SYMPTOMS REAPPEAR
The New Society had entered its 
second phasé. But towards the end 
of last year, the Philippines had 
more than internal problems to con­
tend with. The US dollar (to which 
the Peso is pegged) had tumbled 
and world prices were rocketing. 
Farmers, still the economy’s main­
stay, were receiving more income — 
but buying less than before. Fer­
tiliser prices increased 50%, food 
30%; the oil squeeze nearly para­
lysed the country.
People started to recognise “old 
society” symptoms. The well con­
nected and rich could hoard rice 
and find ways around the gas short­
age. As discontent spread, rumour 
mongering was made an imprison- 
able offence. The obedient press con­
tinued to proclaim progress.
In Malacanang Palace the Presi­
dent and First Lady appealed to new 
Filipinos to put their shoulders to 
the wheel. Ms Marcos gave a low 
grade rice cooking demonstration at 
the luxury Intercontinental Hotel. 
The President rolled up his sleeves 
and appeared in the fields after 
heavy floods.
Before embarking on this enor­
mous task, the government did some 
spring cleaning. All private firearms 
were recalled: over two million wea-
pons were surrendered, including ar­
moured cars, machine guns, and mor­
tars. The respected Manila Times 
daily was closed, and tight censor­
ship clamped on all media. A mid­
night-dawn curfew was imposed, and 
the wild night life disappeared.. So 
did popular Senators Aquino and 
Diokno, who were promptly incar­
cerated in Port Bonifacio to prevent 
their protests from being heard. Most 
importantly, the democratic process 
was halted, Congress dissolved and 
all power placed in the President’s 
hands.
BLOW FROM THE SOUTH
Until February this year, Presi­
dent Marcos retained a measure of 
credibility. Then that old enemy of 
Manila governments, the southern 
Muslims, shattered some popular 
myths. For months the docile press 
had spoken of the peaceful south. 
On February 7 this year the “paci­
fied” secessionists, attacked and oc­
cupied the Sulu Sea city of Jolo, 
declaring their independent Bangsa 
Moro Republic. The government 
struck back, helping to destroy the 
city. The countryside was showered 
with jet strafing, bombing and ar­
tillery barrages. 40,000 people were 
made refugees.
The press ignored it and the Presi­
dent denied it. When international 
journalists printed the truth, an em­
barrassed Marcos described the Mus­
lims as maoists, a notion which 
was quickly ridiculed. The massive 
cover up revealed, Marcos’ prestige 
tumbled in a flare of emotion. The 
Catholic hierarchy — already dis­
satisfied with government restric­
tions and the gaoling of several, pro- 
minent priests — leaned towards the 
Muslims. From the pulpit, one priest 
denounced Marcos as a dictator.
In a touchy situation, force tem­
porarily won the day. After a 
month of fighting, Moro headquar­
ters was taken and the guerillas 
went underground, to remain a fu­
ture time bomb.
The Muslim debacle has left a 
bad after taste. With no media airing 
of the questions, the scandal is cling­
ing to President Marcos. Regaining 
credibility, as any follower of Water­
gate knows, can be a difficult task..
Politically scarred but not toppled, 
Marcos has turned back to the 
pressing problems at hand. Unem­
ployment is high, especially in the 
big cities. Though common to many 
countries, the rising prices are 
blamed ’solely on the leader. For 
the massive lower class, the eco­
nomic problems are unsolvable. They 
will remain a deep grievance, being 
remembered as a broken promise.
— Pacific News Service.
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K ris is a G ood Bloke 
and more
by Alistair Jones
The Kristoffersons would have 
done the entire show if it wasn’t 
for “some union regulation” that 
made the inclusion of at least one 
local act compulsory. So Graham 
Connors, a young Queenslander, 
with a voice so like Don McLean 
I felt silly, slung one of them 
fibreglass-backed Ovation guitars 
around his neck and did a brief 
warm up. At the Melbourne show 
Phil Manning, Barry Sullivan and 
Graham Morgan read charts to back 
him. “ You’ve heard these guys on 
commercials and other people’s re­
cords” said the compere from radio 
3XY. It was in the tradition of the 
main show where a handful of near­
legendary “cats” from Nashville 
were backing the Krisotffersons. A 
Nashville cat is a session musician 
from the commercial centre of 
American country music, Nashville.
They didn’t use charts. The line­
up was Donnie Fritts on piano and 
(swapping with Mike Utley) organ, 
Terry Paul on bass, Jerry McGee 
on lead guitar, Billy Swan on acous­
tic guitar and Sammy Creason on 
drums. Together they produced 
multi-layers of relaxed but precisely 
sympathetic country music. Both 
McGee and Fritts were brought for­
ward by Kristofferson to do a solo 
spot with one of their own songs, 
but mostly the band just picked 
away in the background, tight, warm 
and laid back.
Kristofferson played the first hour 
and a half, singing the less popular 
of his old favourites (like “Sunday 
Morning Coming Down”) and most 
of his latest album Spooky Ladies 
Sideshow. Kristofferson varied. He 
mumbled and complained a lot, 
sounded alarmingly like the dreaded 
Leonard Cohen on occasions and 
went on for too long. He plays 
such slow music. Some of the songs 
were beautifully .perceptive <but his 
‘“Oral schizophrenia”,' which makes' 
this former Rhodes scholar talk and 
write in the language of a “Browns­
ville bowling alley”, let his creamy 
romanticism shuck all over us. The 
songs sound very similar after a 
while, with every ribbon a soft vel­
vet one from flowing tresses of 
gleaming hair, and too many cold 
Saturday nights misspent.
But he has written some good 
songs like “Me and Bobby McGee”, 
and “Help Me Make It Through 
the Night”. These came later in 
the night when he and wife Rita 
Coolidge shared the same micro­
phone for some lovey-dovey har­
mony. Rita was disappointing. Her 
flawlessly produced voice oozed 
all around damp Festival Hall with­
out ever settling into focus. It was 
hard to tell where it was coming 
from, but it sure was everywhere. 
She wpuld whisper the introduc­
tions and relax back into “ Fever”, 
“ Stormy Monday” and “ For the 
Good Times”. Rita brought Bar­
bara Carroll, a dazzling jazz pianist, 
onstage with her, and Barbara in 
concert with Mike Utley and Jerry 
McGee left Rita sounding like a 
session singer. Rita gave very little 
of her personality on her own but 
sounded impressive in harmony be­
hind someone else’s voice.
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The; Kris toffersohs put on a good 
showi  ̂Just ! as ‘that- “I wonder if 
there’s an ice-cream- vendor any­
where near my seat” feeling would 
descend upon me, something diffe­
rent would happen onstage. Kris 
came across as a good bloke, played 
an unassuming role, and genuinely 
can sing. Rita played his wife and 
had a few moments of her own. 
And the band played on.
Lou Reed writes songs around 
the seamy life on New York’s deco- 
sleazoid art society, had a band 
called the Velvet Underground who 
were the minstrels in Andy Warhol’s 
court, and has had four solo albums. 
Transformer, his second album, had 
the track “Walk on the Wild Side” 
which became a hit record despite 
the Federation of Australian Borad- 
casters’ “A” classification (unsuit­
able for airplay). Transofrmer was 
produced in England by friend and 
self-confessed disciple, David Bowie. 
Lots of famous people reckon that 
Reed is the real McCoy. Music critics 
claim he is the real Mick Jagger.
There are five concert dates so 
far.
HELP
The Melbourne Artists’ Workshop 
is holding a benefit concert on Sun­
day August 18 at Ormond Hall, 
Moubray Street Prahran, in the hope 
of raising enough cash to keep their 
artists’ co-operative going.
Steve Hill, co-ordinator of the 
Workshop until a fortnight ago, has 
resigned to take a singing gig in 
Perth and actor John Ley has been 
appointed as interim co-ordinator 
until after the benefit. “The Work­
shop was losing sight of its ob­
jectives to explore alternate forms 
of entertainment, and was becoming 
just another exclusive booking 
agency,” said John.
The show will start at 7.30 pm 
with Carrl Myriad’s Band. Other ar­
tists will include Daddy Cool, Cap­
tain Matchbox, Jerry Kellock’s Re- 
Bo ppers, Love and Kisses, John Ley 
and the Riverside Theatre.
The Workshop’s concerts have 
been important in giving unknown 
artists somewhere to perform and 
as a place for special occasion per­
formances from combinations of 
players who usually stay stuck in 
working bands.
Without support, the Artists’ 
Workshop will be swallowed up. 
They are applying for assistance 
from the Music Board but if the 
benefit isn’t successful they won’t 
survive until the Board’s decision 
can be heard. Do try and get to it, 
’riot just to do» them a favour, but 
because it’ll be a good show.
Artists’ Workshop member singer/ 
songwriter Graham Lowndes is 
standing frir the committee of the 
Musicians’ Union and urges musos 
to become financial (and thereby 
voting) members before August 25, 
the date of the ballot. It costs 
about $17.00.
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♦ THE FLOffltttö WORLD 4
Soft faces at the Hard Rock Cafe
Being a BENEFIT for the Melbourne Artists Workshop.
THE LAST SHOW
O RM OND HALL, M O U B R A Y  ST R E E T , PR A H R A N  
Featuring the assorted and combined talents o fill D A D D Y COOL 
CAPTAIN M ATCHBOX  
CARRL M Y R IA D  &  FR IENDS  
JERRY KELLOCKS' REBOPPERS / LO VE &  KISSES 
JOHN L E Y /  THE R IV E R S ID E  THEATRE.
From 7. 00pm Sunday August 18f Admission $2.00 AUGUST ■ 6 — TUES -SUN ■ 8P
P l lW W W W
CyAMIBUS PRESENTS
A  V A W E T r S H C tV
B’S BAND
C o u s i n  S t e v e ’s  K o u n i a t n T o l k
Neil The Spiel logician 
Phil 4hePiper SogtSrpeSrvffe.e ie .
f r e e : m i d n i g h t  m o ^ ie. ;
I j f lg  Lông^-T^ewTopohs
S A T  IT ^ D L  / S C  $ 2 0 0
STANLEY PAUIER’5 CULTURE PALACE 
cor Stanley and Palmer STs UarVn^norsP
CARLTO N CABARET
DUE TO THE DIRE LACK OF A REGULAR 
VENUE FOR THE MORE CREATIVE BANDS 
AROUND MELBOURNE, MINSTREL PROMOTIONS 
HAVE STARTED RUNNING A SHOW EVERY 
SATURDAY NIGHT AT ST. JUDE'S HALL, CARL­
TON. KNOWN AS "CARLTON CABARET’, IT IS 
RUN ON A NONPROFIT BASIS, THE NIGHTS 
TAKINGS BEING SPLIT, AFTER COSTS, BETWEEN 
THE MUSICIANS.
THE NEXT SHOW IS ON AUGUST 3, AND WILL 
FEATURE RESOLUTION, AN EXCITING BAND AT 
PRESENT PICKING UP AN ENORMOUS CAMPUS 
FOLLOWING, THE IRREPRESSIBLE CHRIS FINNEN, 
OFFERING, AND UNCLE OOJAH -  A SUPERB 
MUSICAL EXTENSION OF MODERN JAZZ.
ANY BAND WHOfD DIG TO DO A SPOT ONE 
NIGHT CAN CONTACT MINSTREL PROMOTIONS 
ON 7 2 5 .8 8 1 5 .
DOCTOR DUNCAN
REVOLUTION
BOOKSHOP
FEMJN1ST & GAY LIBERATION RESOURCES
The Power o f Women and the Subversion o f the 
Community — 50c pamphlet, by Maria Dalla Costa 
(one o f the 3 'Marias')
The Queen’s Vernacular 
Rodgers. $3.50 a gay lexicon by Bruce
Com plaints and Disorders —. the sexual politics of 
sjekness by Barbara Ehrenreich and Deidre English. $1.20 
(A broadfront on the male medical profession)
Women & Madness -  by Phyllis Chesles, $1.60 
(Add 10c in the $1 fo r postage.)
SEND FOR FREE CATALOGUE NOW! M O NTHLY 
BOOK NEWS — $1.50 p.a. PO BOX 111, EASTWOOD, 
SA. 5063. 'Phone Adelaide 267-31 59 (after hours.)
AN OVER 18 B.Y.O. R ESTA U RANT/D ISCO THEQ UE FOR NICE PEOPLE
-......... 'Mm m rs _____ OL
w t x x  j t m m  m m e m
OPEN: Luncheon Monday to Friday
Evening Monday to Wednesday (no cover charge)
Evening Thursday to Sunday featuring Australia’s leading rock bands -  Admittance $2.10
A 'L A  C A R T E  M ENU (5 0 'S  ST Y L E ) B.Y.O. 
1 SPR IN G  ST R E E T , CITY. FOR R E S E R V A T IO N S 6 3 9 0 8 9  8c 6 3 7 1 4 4
The Sydney Anarchist Group are providing super 
cheap cat desexing operations for only $6.00. 
This community service programme can be con­
tacted at 30.1987 for appointments and further 
details.
Just arrived! A collection of folk music from the Irish Lowlands, 
the English meadows and the coast of Brittany! Artists include—
iff
Shirley Collins Martin Carthy
Sandy Denny Dave Swarbick
Maddy Prior Alain Stivell
Tim Hart Gryphon
Steel eye Span J S D Band
Chieftains Ray Fisher
Planxty
For free catalogues and information send to 
Prof Longhairs 366 Lygon Street Carlton Telephone 34774
The Shetland Fiddlers 
Finbar and Eddie Furey 
Fairport Convention 
The Watersons 
Stefan Grossman 
Christy Moore
travel
aus . 
travel
TRAVEL THE STUDENT WAY 
TRAVEL AUS!
84 Cleveland Street, Chippendale, NSW. Ph.: 698.3719 
220 Faraday Street, Carlton, VIC. Ph.: 347.8462
FILMMAKERS 
CINEMA
■ST. PETER'S LANE, DARLIN G H U R ST, 31.3237. 
m i d n i t e  r o c k  m o v i e  m a r a t h o n  Cream, Taylor, 
Bowie, Stones, Dylan, Baez, Cash, Wings and more. 
SUNDAY AUGUST 4 — 4 hours for $2.50.
FILM S BY WOMEN
A t 8.00 pm nightly, August 4 to 11:
"A H A N D FU L  OF D U ST ", A Y T E N  K U Y U L U L U 'S  FILM A BO UT TU R K ISH  
FA M ILIES W AR RIN G  IN SY D N E Y .
AT 10.00 PM nightly, August 4 to 11:
FILM S BY THE SY D N E Y  W OM EN'S FILM. IN CLUD ING  "HOM E", "LEO- 
NIE'S FILM ", "L IV IN G  T O G ETH ER ", "W OM EN'S D A Y  — 20 CEN TS",
COMING SOON - A  WEEK OF VIDEOTAPES FROM AUSTRALIA AND 
OVERSEAS.
FEMALE SINGER/GUITARJST
for gutsy all-woman rock/blues band
Screeming Heep
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